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ABSTRACT

A new measurement of the magnetic moment of the Z ” hyperon
has been made and the result is ptZ-)53-!. 111+0.031+0.Oil nuclear
magnetons.
Negative kaons from a low-energy separated beam at the
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron of the Brookhaven National Laboratory
were brought to rest in a novel laminar target consisting of thin metal
foils immersed in liquid hydrogen. The production of Z - hyperons
occurred primarily through the reaction K“p->Z~n+ . 5T* hyperon
production was tagged by the identification of the energetic it+ . Many
of the Z - so produced stopped in nearby foils of Pb (or W) where
atomic capture'into a highly excited state could occur. The energies of
the subsequent de-excitation x rays were recorded with three highresolution intrinsic Ge detectors located below the target. The tagging
technique resulted in an enhancement of 15 in x-ray signal-to-noise com
pared to that of previous Z*” exotic atom experiments. The
Z Pb(11-10), Z -Pb(12-ll), and Z~W(11-10) transitions were
analyzed for fine-struoture from which the Z ” magnetic moment was
deduced.
Self-consistent results were obtained from the three tran
sitions and from the data accumulated in each detector.
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A PRECISION MEASUREMENT OF THE MAGNETIC MOMENT
OF THE SIOMA MINUS HYPERON

INTRODUCTION
The study of magnetic moments in particle physics has led to
important progress in understanding the structure of matter.

In 1922,

Stern and Gerlach* demonstrated the concept of space-quantization by
passing a beam of neutral silver atoms through an inhomogeneous magnetic
field.

The beam split into two patterns because of the net force acting

on distinctly aligned orientations of an internal magnetic moment within
the system.

Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit,

in an attempt to explain their own

observations in the optical spectra of alkali atoms, postulated that the
electron contained an internal degree of freedom associated with an angular momentum component.

Gibbs and Taylor

3

repeated the experiment of

Stern and Gerlach with a neutral hydrogen beam and confirmed that the
observations in silver atoms were due to quantization of electron spin.
The splitting observed in the latter experiment was unambiguously asso
ciated with an intrinsic magnetic moment of the electron.

Dirac** later

developed a theory for pointlike, spin-f particles which rigorously de
scribed the observations in terms of energy eigenvalues corresponding to
the projection on any selected z axis of an intrinsic magnetic moment
having the two values

The relationship between the magnetic moment p of a particle and its in
trinsic spin vector S is given by
p = BI^S,

(1.2)

where the Bohr magneton is defined by
flh
Pb
“
r- *
D
2mc
for a particle with charge q and mass m.

<i-3)
The g-factor is exactly equal

to 2 in the Dirac theory for pointlike spin— J particles.

In precise ex

periments, slight deviations from the value of 2 for the g-factors of
electrons and muons have been measured.^ These deviations can be ac
counted for and are predicted by quantum electrodynamical (QED) effects
such as virtual photon emission and vacuum polarization and have been
$

C

calculated

to order a

in one of the most sensitive tests of the re

markably successful quantum electromagnetic theory.
In contrast to the pointlike structure characteristic of leptons, baryons exhibit a more complex inner structure as evidenced in
their large "anomalous* magnetic moments; i.e.., in the large deviations
of g from 2.

The family of particles in the

baryon octet consists

of the neutron (n), proton (p), lambda hyperon ( A 0), sigma hyperons
(Z+ , Z ° , Z “ ), and the cascade hyperons (-0 and H ”) •

All of

these hadrons can be described by quark models and their magnetic mo
ments calculated from the summed contributions of three constituent
quarks and their associated interaction fields.

A systematic study of

the magnetic moments of baryons provides stringent constraints on the
theoretical models used to describe baryon structure.
cent theoretical work is given in Chapter II.

A review of re

3
The magnitude pg ot the magnetic moment of a baryon of mass mg
can be expressed as

cB - (g. + g.) - ^ c

d.4)

where g 0 is the Dirac component equal to the charge of the particle in
units of e, and gx represents the anomalous magnetic moment contribu
tion.

The magnetic moment Pg in Eq. (1.4) is expressed in terms of the

Bohr magneton of the baryon.

In this report, however, baryon magnetic

moments will be given in nuclear magnetons
more

commonly

quoted

unit

in

the

= eh/2mp c, which is the

literature.

Thus,

pg

=

(go+8i>mp /®B Hn *
In the past few years, measurements of the magnetic moments of
the A °» 5°,

and Z ” hyperons have been reported.®"***

The neutron and proton magnetic moments have been precisely known for
1o
some time. * Generally, magnetic moments of strange baryons have been
obtained by correlating the decay trajectories from polarized hyperons
with tbe precession applied to the hyperon spin by a relatively strong
magnetic field.

All of the hyperons exhibit an angular asymmetry in

their decay relative to their spin direction due to the parity violating
weak interaction.

For strange baryons with large values of the asymme

try parameter a, this precession technique works well.

For the Z ~

hyperon, with the small value a ~ 0.07, the first reported measurement**
of its magnetic moment by the precession technique has led to a result
less precise than that for other strange-baryon magnetic moments.

A

13
—
second groups has recently reported preliminary results for p(Z )
which were obtained in a manner similar to that in Ref. 11.

Their sam-

pie of data is significantly larger bat tbe analysis is not complete.
Reoent values obtained from precession experiments at Fermilab for the
magnetic moments of strange baryons are listed in Table 1.

TABLE I
Recent Measurements of Strange Baryon Magnetic Moments in Precession
Experiments

Particle
A 0
E+

sr
—0

Ref.

Asymmetry Parameter

6

0.642

Magnetic Moment (p^)
-0.6138 ± 0.0047

9
13

-0.979

2.33 + 0.03
2.368 + 0.014 ± 0.04*

11
13

-0.068

-0.89 ± 0.14
-1.180 ± 0.028 + xx

7

-0.413

-1.250 + 0.014

8

-0.434

-0.69 + 0.04

Preliminary results, statistical and systematic errors given
xx — Tests of systematics not complete

The 5T* magnetic moment can alternatively be measured by an
atomic physics technique which is described next and which forms the ba
sis of the experiment reported here.

When a negatively charged heavy

(m >> m e) particle (p~, jr” , K- , p, Z~ ...) comes to rest in a mater
ial, atomic capture can occur.

The atomic capture takes place in an ex

cited state of the system and de-excitation follows.

Initially, Auger

transitions occur while the exotic particle is in high-lying states.
When the particle cascades to the lower levels, radiative transitions

begin to dominate with selection xnles which govern such processes.

As

the particle makes these transitions, x rays are emitted with energies
equal to the differences in energies of the atomic levels of the system
consisting of the exotic partiole and the corresponding nucleus.

The

Dirac or Klein Gordon equation, depending on the spin of the orbiting
partiole,

can

be

solved

for

the

energies

of

these. levels.

Electromagnetic corrections for such effects as vacuum polarization, fi
nite nuclear size, reduced mass, electron screening, and nuclear recoil
must be included to calculate the precise energies of the levels.

The

masses of the muon, pion, kaon, antiproton, and sigma hyperon have been
determined from precise measurements of the energies of the x rays emit
ted by exotic atoms containing these particles. ^
If the particle is a fermion, e..^. p- , p, X~, the energy
levels of an atomic state of principal quantum number n are split by
the interaction of the orbital motion and the magnetic moment of the
particle.

The splitting of an atomic level of given n and orbital quan

tum number Jt is approximately:
(uZ)4

m

AE - {g0 + 2gi) ~2^T Jtjj+l)

(1*5)

where a is the fine-structure constant, Z is the nuclear charge, and m
is the reduced mass of the system.

The technique of measuring the

splitting of atomic levels has been used to determine the magnetic mo
ment of the antiproton and of the sigma hyperon.1^-18
We have performed new measurements of the fine-structure
splittings for several X~Pb and X~W atomic transitions and have
deduced a corresponding value for p(5I~).

Considerable refinements

in the experimental technique have resulted in a measurement of

|i(£T~) to a precision of +0.04 (ijj.
A review of the theoretical motivation and current quark-model
predictions for baryon magnetic moments is given in Chapter II.
relevant

The

atomic physics considerations are outlined in Chapter III.

Details of the experimental technique are disoussed in Chapter IV and
the presentation and analysis of the data are given in Chapter V.
Results axe described and conclusions drawn in Chapter VI.

Chapter II
THEORY

At the present time, the quark model is veil established and
the prescription for hadron structure is defined.

Quarks (q) are spin-J

Dirac particles that exist in a variety of flavors (u,d,c,s,t?,b>...)
and corresponding charges (f,

}, -J, ...).

They additionally poss

ess an internal degree of freedom denoted as color (£..&. red, white, or
blue).

Baryons are composed of qqq combinations and mesons are composed

of qq pairs where a bar denotes an antiquark.

The couplings of quarks

within hadrons are governed by the exchange of colored, massless, neu
tral gluons.
At high energies (short distances), quarks behave as if they
couple weakly and perturbative quantum chromodynamics

(QCD) has been

used with great success to calculate the interactions of hadrons.

At

low energies, however, the coupling becomes large and the perturbative
QCD approach breaks down.

Furthermore, since free quarks and gluons are

not observables of nature and since QCD does not yet provide a confine
ment mechanism, the study of hadron static properties has evolved from a
more phenomenological approach.
In the following, calculations of the magnetic moments of the
members of the Jn =

baryon octet will be disoussed.

Calculations in

the framework of the non-relativistic additive quark model (AQM) (also
called the "naive" or "simple" quark model) and in that of the bag raod-

- 7 -

els will be presented.

The 5T* hyperon magnetic moment will be used

as an example and specific tests for which a precise measurement of

(i(£~) has direct implications will be emphasized.

2.1

ADDITIVE QUARK MODEL
If one considers only three flavors of quarks (u.d.s) and al

lows each of these to be in one of two spin states (t,0, then there are
six base states from which the baryons oan be constructed.
group1® is called SU(6), or su(3)fjayor X SU(2)gpin.

The symmetry

By forming all

possible combinations of the six states into three-quark groups we get
6 X 6 X 6

«

20+70+70+56

(2.1)

irreducible possibilities where only the 56-plet forms a completely sym
metric wavefunction in spin-flavor indices.

The space wavefunction is

assumed to be symmetric, having quarks in the ground state (angular mo
mentum - 0), and the statistics of fermions are therefore accounted for
by an antisymmetric color wavefunction.

Within the 56-plet.

sixteen

states, designated (2.8). and forty states, designated (4,10). form the
spin-} baryon octet and spin-| decuplet. respectively.

The first number

in parenthesis represents the spin multiplicity 2J+1 for each "physical"
particle.

The second represents the number of different spin-flavor

combinations which can be formed independent of the overall spin orien
tation.
We next form the wavefunction for a T~ hyperon (qqq=dds).
The spin and flavor pieces are each antisymmetric.

Two quarks can be

placed in an antisymmetrie spin singlet state
•VI (t* - it),

and coupled to an antisymmetric combination of d and s

(2.2)

9
-sTl (ds - sd).

(2.3)

Combining these, we obtain

I

(U-*t)(ds-sd),

(2.4)

and adding the final d quark,
J

(dts*-d*st-stsi+s4dt)dt

(2.5)

which is totally symmetric only when all cyclic permutations are consid
ered.

We therefore must write,

0£-

The

=

1/Vl8 {2dtdtsl+2s*dtdt+2dts*dt
-

d * s t d t - dtdlst- didtst

(2.6)

-

std*dt- dtsfd*- stdtd+).

calculation of magnetic moments within this framework

presupposes that the quarks are massive, non-relativistic Dirac parti
cles, each having a magnetic moment proportional to its charge-to-mass
ratio,

^

eh
« — •
2m^c

(2.7)

The baryon magnetic moment p(B) is just the vector sum of the constitu
ent moments.
We calculate p(Z*~) in such a manner.
|i = X
i

If

is the magnetic moment operator, then

11(51”) =

and the z-projeotion of p is obtained as follows

(2.8)

10
H(2T) = 3 / 1 8 {<2dtdts*|^L

|2dtdts*>

+ <dldtst|X Piffiz ld*dtst>
+ <dtdist||~

ldtd*st>

= 3/18 t4(pd+jid-|is) + (-tAd+Hd+Hs) + ^ d ^ d ^ s ^
= fl*d ” * > V
an expression which requires only

(2,9>
the value of the quark masses for fur

ther evaluation. (Eq. (2.9) can he extended
= ^i_ - Jp„*, except that
4
H

p ( A °) = Ji_s only).

to the other baryons p(qqq')
In

the limit of exact

SU(3)fiaTOr, the quark masses are equal and Eq. (2.9) is equivalent to
the Coleman - Glashow relation2®

p(2T) = -{(i(p) + p(n)) = -0.93 pN

where

(2.10)

is the nuclear magneton, a unit which will henceforth be im

plied for all baxyon magnetic moments.
the SU(6) predictions^

One of the early successes of

for magnetic moments was the ratio p(p)/p(n)

= -J which was used to evaluate Eq. (2.10).
Baryon masses and magnetic moments are more accurately de
scribed if symmetry breaking of the quark masses is allowed.

DeRujula,

Georgi, and Glashow22 (DRGG) deduced from the hadron mass spectrum the
mass ratio

ott (= md >
y = --------“s

= 0.622,

which follows from the relation

(2.11)

11
2 (ni£* ~ m^-)

(2 .12)

± — ~.

2mi

+ mr _ 3®a

The quark masses were then calculated by noting that p(p) = -$|in ehr/2mac for rau = m^; hence,
(2.11) that m.s = 540 MeV.

= nip/ji(p) = 336 MeV.

=

It follows from Eq.

We can now evaluate p(X~):

<5-) - i /~e/3fe \ _ 1 /-e/3fc \
~ 3 \2(336) /
3 V 2(540)1

(-1.24 + 0.19)

=

efr
2(939)

-1.05 pN .

(2.13)

x

The experimentally measured magnetic moments of the |
are listed in Table II.
Ref. 22.

baryons

Those denoted "Broken SU(6) 1 “ were taken from

If the condition mu =

is further relaxed and the neutron

and lambda-hyper on magnetic moments used as additional input, then we
obtain the results listed in the column labeled "Broken SU(6) II."
Experimental numbers are included for comparison.

For p(Z ), we

list only that of Ref. 11, deferring comment regarding the result re
ported here to Chapter VI.
The prediction21 for the p(p)/p(n) ratio is one of the great
triumphs of SU(6) theory.

07

With the addition of mass breaking,*

A 0 magnetic moment is predicted remarkably well.

the

However, the calcu

lation of other baryon magnetic moments is only qualitatively accepta
ble.

The T* magnetic moment should be very nearly the same as that

of the proton, namely, ($Hu“ins) vs

. The small difference be-

12

TABLE II
Theoretioal and Experimental Magnetic Moment Values

Particle

Broken
SU(6) I
Ref. 22

Experiment

Broken
SU(6) II
Ref. 34

Lipkin
Ref. 39

Little Bag
5 = 0.4
CBM
Ref. 50
Ref. 52

p

2.793

---

--

---

---

2.60

n

-1.913

-1.86

--

---

---

-2.01

A 0

-0.614+0.005

-0.60

--

---

---

-0.58

1+

2.33+0.03

2.67

2.67

2.24

2.28

2.34

I"

-0.89+0.14*

-1.05

-1.09

-0.81

-0.64

-1.08

—0

-1.25+0.014

-1.39

-1.44

-1.22

-1.33

-1.27

rr*

-0.69+0.04

-0.46

-0.50

-0.61

-0.60

-0.51

* Ref. 11 only

tveen the contribution of the s quark in the

and the d quark in

the proton cannot account for the observed difference in magnetic mo
ments between these two particles.
Since

(i(E ” ) = <4 n s “

antees that

The

presents another problem.

* and p ( A °) = P 8 , the inequality

p (E ~ ) < | i (A °).

Experimentally,

p d guar

the reverse is true.

Finally, one also notes that the experimental value of
magnitude than the corresponding prediction.

<

is lower in

The experimental value of

p(Z” ) from Ref. 11 is not of sufficient precision to test the theo
ry.
Numerous variations'-^* on the AQM and discussions of its un
derlying difficulties^-^

have been published, especially in light of
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the precise measurements of hyperon magnetic moments now available.
Such studies have suggested, for example,
anomalous magnetic moments,

31

35

introducing "effective* or

redefining the mass scales and the

mass-breaking ratio y f28-30,36 breaking SU(3) spin s y m m e t r y , ^ i n 
troducing mechanisms for reducing the moments of strange baryons,^ con
sidering quark-diquark clusters,inoluding harmonic oscillator poten
tials, 32#40
effects.

and

25 32 34

estimating

the

contributions

of

nonstatic

In this report, we limit the discussion to two examples

in which a new measurement of |i(£~) has direct implications.
23 25

Sum rules*'3"*'' can be used to isolate nonstatic contributions
of individual quark moments in different baryons.

The spin-independence

assumption in SU(6) which requires quarks in different spin states to
contribute to the overall baryon magnetic moment by the vector addition
of their Dirac moments can be tested by one such set of rules.^ The
spin wavefunction for each of the octet members considered here, except
the

A °» is formed from the coupling of a spin-1 piece (for the two

like quarks qq) and a spin-} piece (for the third quark q').

In the

A °, the u and d quarks align their spins in opposite directions to
form a spin-0 component.
netic moment;

i..e..,

The s quark provides the baryon spin and mag

n ( A °) = (i„.
9

The following three relations iso-

late the s-quark magnetic moment in different baryons:
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|18(A)

ps 3

=

n(A°)

(2.14.a)

» i < i n 8- l P u > + K t P 8-*M d )
= Jn(E °) +

h

8( D

=

(2.14.b)

- ( f p tt- } n 8 ) -

2(iixd - J n s )

= -Ji(r+) - 2g(Z“),

where the SD(6)

result pu = -2fi^ has been used.

(2.14.0)

Evaluating Eqs.

(2.14.a) and (2.14.b) with experimental quantities, gives p_(A ) -0.614+0.005 and psO

= “0.66+0.02 which are in good agreement consid

ering the assumptions used.

Equation (2.14.c) can be rewritten by sub

stituting the experimental quantity for |i(X*) and the weighted aver
age of aO (A ) and p.3
9
p(E“ )

for n9. { D

to obtain the prediction

= -f[(2.33+0.03) + (-0.615+0.005)1
= -0.86 + 0.015

(2.15)

In the absence of spin-symmetry breaking effects, Eq. (2.15) should be
approximately satisfied.
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Next we discuss the recent analysis by Lipkin'*7 of hyperon
magnetic moments and hyperon-nucleon cross sections.

Lipkin concludes

that the data on both could be characterized by a model having two
parts:
i)
ii)

a flavor symmetric contribution satisfying the AQM
an enhancement of the contributions of nonstrange quarks, which
breaks both flavor-symmetry and additivity simultaneously

The following procedure is used to incorporate these parts into an ex
pression for magnetic moments.

First, exact SU(3) component wavefunc-
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tions are constructed and the mass soale chosen to fit the magnetic mo
ment of the A 0 (instead of the moment of the proton, as has been cus
tomary) . Next, the ad hoc faotor of (1 + f(N-l)) is introduced, with N
equal to the number of nonstrange quarks in the baryon.

Lipkin obtains

the following formula for computing the moments:

|i(4M') = (4q — q*)p(A °)
+ [2qx(x+x') - q'xx’]|p{A°),

(2.15)

where in this case q represents the quark charge and the factor x has
the value 0 for strange quarks and 1 for nonstrange quarks.

For

n(Z” ) »

fi(I") = (J - J)n(A °) + i m i i ( A ° >
= fp(A °) = -0.81

(2.17)

This model works very well for most of the baryons as exhibit
ed in Table II under the column "Lipkin." Whether serious physical mod
els should be pursued in an effort to justify the above ad
tions depends

hoc manipula

to some extent on a precise measurement of|i(X~)

. The

experimental value p(Z )=-0.89+0.14 from Ref. 11 is in agreement
with this model.

2.2

HA6 MODELS
Although the uou-relatlvistic AQM is used with qualitative

success to predict some hadrouic properties, fundamental difficulties
with the theory keep it from being a physically satisfying model of ha
drons.^ The MIT bag m o d e l ^ ' ^

an attempt to rectify this situation.

With the exception of confinement (quarks must reside within a sphere of
radius R ) , the theory includes many of the essential features of QCD.
Since the introduction of the MIT bag model in 1974, the level of addi
tional sophistication and effort that has been put into its further de
velopment is substantial.^
When chiral symmetry was recognized to be an important exact
symmetry of QCD for massless up and down quarks, mechanisms to include
it in the bag model were introduced.^ Although there is no unique pre
scription for this inclusion, recent examples of bag models^® use pion
fields coupled to the surface of the bag to achieve chiral symmetry.
The inclusion of these fields affects bag-model calculations of magnetic
moments, which originally^ were equivalent to those of the AQM.

We

will discuss two calculations of baryon magnetic moments in the context
of chiral bag models.

2.2.1

Chiral Bag Models
The Lagrangian which defines the unmodified MIT bag model is
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L(x) »

[1/2 q(x)0q(x) - B]©B - Jq(x)q(x)8s

(2.18)

where
q(x),q(x)
*

=

y ’V u

0g = 1 for
B

are quark field operators,
*
r £ R, and 0 for

r > R,

is the positive energy density equal to the Dirac pressure
of the constituent quarks, and

6_
9

is a surface delta function = 8{r-R) .

Chiral symmetry is satisfied when the Lagrangian is invariant under the
transformation
q(x) — > q(x) + }T*0y5q(x)

(2.19)

with t, the Pauli (isospin) matrices and 0, an infinitesmal constant
isovector.

The above Lagrangian does not possess this invariance be

cause of the presence of the q(x)q(x) term, as pointed out by Chodos and
Thorn . ^ Since the axial-vector current

is oonserved inside the bag

and discontinuous on the surface, chiral invariance (which demands that
the total

= 0) can be restored by including in the bag Lagrangian a

term which compensates for this 11surface" problem.

2.2.1.1

The Little Bag
Brown and R h o ^ propose a solution to this problem by attach

ing

apion field to the surface of the bag.

the

bag is determined from the quarks alone; outside the bag it is car

ried by the pion field.

The axial current within

The authors argue that in addition to inclusion

of chiral invariance into the model, a mechanism for one-pion exchange
between nucleons is introduced.

Furthermore, they claim that the "pres

sure" exerted on the bag surface by the pion field dramatically reduces
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the size of the bag to a value more consistent with the concept of a
small hard nncleon core of approximate radius 0.4 - 0.5 fm; hence the
name "little bag."
The baryon magnetic moments are calculated in the framework of
this model by Brown, Rho, and Vento.^ They note in particular that the
pion field influences the strange
baryons differently.

(A , 5 I , E ) and nonstrange (p,n)

Since all quarks in the nucleons can couple to the

pion field (pionsare qq combinations of the u and d quarks), a two-body
exchange

operatorof the form

=i ^ J X i ) x c ( j ) ] , tT(i)xr(j)]t

has a non— zero expectation value.

(2.20)

Fox strange baryons,

=

0. To

the extent that the pion field consists of exchange between two differ
ent quarks (the authors calculate it to be 6/11), the magnetic-moment
dependence is shown to have an "isovector" part.

The remaining contri

bution from the pion field to the u and d quarks is folded in with the
Dirac moments of the quarks into "effective" quark moments, giving an
"isoscalar* contribution.
The following relations are obtained for the "effective" quark
magnetic moments

p®ff = [+fmN/mtt - J 6/11 2.35Se]pN
|ijf£ =

+ * 6/11 2.35&e]pN

(2.21)

= ^(A °) = -0.61 pN

where 6=1 for nucleons and 0 for strange baryons.

The parameter 6 is

determined to be 0.4 to 0.5 and mQ is adjusted accordingly to fit the
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nucleon moments.
(2.9))

From Eq. (2.21) and the AQM relations

(e,.jj,., Eq.

the strange-baryon magnetic moments can be calculated.

For

6=0.4, Brown, Rho, and Vento obtain the results listed in Table II under
the heading "Little Bag" (although for the strange baryons they use
R=1 fm). The value for (i(Z“),

p(Z“) = Ijijj - Jps = -0.84 + 0.20 = -0.64 nN ,

(2.22)

is significantly lower than the SU(6) result beoause of the implicit
"quenching" of the d-quark contribution in the strange baryon compared
to its contribution, say, of ^ d - Jpn for the neutron.

2.2.1.2

The Cloudy Bag
In 1980, Iheberge, Thomas, and Miller^ developed a different

mechanism for introducing chiral symmetry in the bag Lagrangian.

The

method includes a pion field distinct from that proposed by Brown and
Rho in two important ways.

Firstly, the pion field is quantized and

secondly, the resulting quantized pions are allowed to "leak" into the
bag; hence the name "cloudy bag model" (CBH).
The baryon magnetic moments are calculated within the GBM ap
proach^ by including the additional coupling of the photon to the cur
rent from pion loops.

The three lowest-order diagrams

-7—

TT

£

(2.23)
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are included.

No other free parameters are needed to fit the resultant

quantities to experiment other than the bag radius which is taken to be
R-l fm.

(In all the other examples discussed the magnetic moments had

to be scaled to at least one of the experimental measurements.)

The re-

suits are listed in Table II under the heading "CBM." We point out* in
particular* the value p(Z-)=-1.08 and the overall good agreement
achieved for the other baryon magnetio moments.

2.3

SUMMARY
We have presented calculations of baryon magnetic moments in

the naive AQM framework and have described the results obtained from
some of the more recent chiral-bag calculations.
models provide good qualitative results.

In general* the basic

However* recent precise meas

urements of the strange-baryon magnetic moments have motivated sophisti
cated extensions and revisions of these basic models.

Among these "re

vised" models, there exists a wide range of predictions for p(Z )
for which the data are less precisely known.
Franklin^ implicitly predicts p(Z~)=“0.86 from simple sum
rules.

Lipkin^ and Brown et. al.^® independently advocate mechanisms

which quench the nonstrange quark-moment contributions in the strange
baryons and obtain results in the range -0.54 < |i(Z ) < -0.81.
These results are in contrast to the AQM prediction^ of -1.05 and that
of -1.08 using the CBM approach®^ Hence a new measurement of p(Z~),
the least well known of the moments shown, is very important.

Chapter III
ATOMIC PHYSICS CONSIDERATIONS
The formation and subsequent disappearance of a hadronio atom
involves three coupled stages:

atomic

capture of the hadron* de

excitation of the atom by electromagnetic transitions* and nuclear ab
sorption of the hadron.

De-excitation x rays are the observables but

each of the other stages plays a role which affects what is observed.
In the discussion which follows* the emphasis will be on the relevant
features of these stages as they pertain to the observation of Z atomic x rays and to the analysis of the energies of these x rays for
fine-structure splitting information.
As noted in Chapter I* the atomic capture of a low-energy
X ~ hyperon in a material takes place in a highly-excited state of
the Z~(Z,A) system.

The quantized energy states for such a system

can be calculated in first approximation from the Dirac equation.^ The
energy eigenstates are described by the quantum numbers (n*j*m) where n
is the principal* j= £+s the total angular momentum, and m the magnetic
quantum number of the state.

The quantity Ji represents the orbital

quantum number with the allowed values .£=1,2,.. .n-1 for a given n, and
the quantity s represents the spin quantum number equal to J for the

Z ” hyperon.

The allowed values of j=j(+s are thus,£+J.

In the absence of an external magnetic field, no spatial di
rection is preferred and states of given (n,j) values are degenerate in

- 21 -
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energy.

The splitting in energy of the tvo states

and J> is known as atomic fine structure.

The

of given n

energy levels

given

by the Dirac equation are
_i

E 'nj

=

m f1 +-----------

\

Z°----------

n-(j+i) +'V(j+i)3 “ Z*a»

where m is the reduced mass of the X _ (Z,A) system.

J

(3.1)

The effects of

lower- and higher-order vacuum polarization, finite nuclear size, nucle
ar polarization, electron screening, and recoil corrections to the vacu
um polarization and anomalous moment must be added to this result to
produce the exact energy levels Enj .
The magnetic moment of the
into two parts as given in Eq.

hyperon can be decomposed

(1.4), and Eq. (1.5) contains the essen

tial dependence of the splitting in energy on the magnetic moment.

The

following procedure was used to determine the magnetic moment from the
present data.

For a transition from (n,,f) -> (n',J?*), the Dirac ener

gies of the states were calculated.

Non- magnetic-moment dependent cor

rections were then applied to obtain the exact energies of the states
with gx taken as zero.

The data were then fitted in small steps of gx

corresponding to a wide range in values of the magnetic moment.

At each

value of gx, the anomalous-moment dependent contributions were added to
the energies of the states to give the final corrected levels.

The re

sult for n<I” ) reported in this work corresponds to the value of gx
that minimized the )(* of the fit.
Corrections to the Dirac energy levels were calculated in two
ways.

First, a computer program33 was used in which the energies of
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states were calculated from a second-order perturbative expansion of the
Dirac equation.

The program included contributions from vacuum polari

zation to order a(Za)^ and finite nuclear size, following Bloomquist.^
Furthermore, electron screening contributions,

following V o g e l a n d

nuclear polarization effects, following Ericson and H u f n e r ^ were in
cluded.

Second, an algorithm of a different philosophy incorporated

into a computer code written by Borie and Rinker,

57

was used.

They

solved the energy-level eigenvalue problem numerically including relativistic (recoil) corrections and lowest-order vacuum polarization as
part of the wave function.
perturbation theory.

Higher-order effects were calculated with

Energy-level corrections obtained from the two

methods agreed to within 3 eV fox all effects except the contribution
"per unit" anomalous moment.

In the worst case, a difference of 3 eV

out of 1011 eV existed in the the correlation of a given fi(E~) with
that of a corresponding separation of fine-structure components.
ambiguity was below the sensitivity of the measurements.

This

A more comCO

plete discussion of corrections of this type is given by Roberts.

3.1

CHOICE OF TARGETS (Z,A)
The choice of

targets used to study Z ~

structure was guided by Eq. (1.5).

x-ray fine-

The difference in energy between the

J/+} to jP'+j transitions and the j?-J to

transitions from a state n

to a state n* increases as Z4 , so that high Z is preferable.

For a giv

en Z, transitions between states of low n were desired since the split
ting of the doublet components decreases approximately as 1/n5.

The

strong-intexaction absorption of the ZT hyperon by the nucleus pre
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eludes observation of the lowest transitions.
sorption increases for increasing Z.

For a given n, the ab

The choice of the Z of the target

took into account all these factors.
Vithin these basic constraints, there were several other con
siderations.

The

target nucleus could contain no static electric-

quadrupole moment since the induced splitting in energy of the states
caused by this property would complicate the analysis for fine-structure
splitting.

Similarly,

targets having

low-lying

(<. 200 keV)

excited

states were not used because of the probability of inducing dynamic quadropole moments in the nuclei of these targets.

Background-inducing

processes from y—xay de-excitation of excited nuclear states of the tar
get or from those fragments which remain after absorption of ir“ , K~, or

Z~ were difficult to anticipate.

Therefore, the candidate target

materials were tested by exposing them to a n~ beam and recording the
y-ray background spectrum in the region of Z~ x-ray transition ener
gies.

Although the results of these tests did not guarantee the absence

of contaminants under Z~ x-ray peaks, they revealed the background
structure from pion-induced interactions.
Several

transitions were nearly degenerate and targets in

which any of these transitions were primary candidates for analysis were
not used.

These transitions (n-n') were:

(6-5)

and

(8-6)

(7-6)

and

(11-8)

(10-9)

and

(13-11).
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Finally, the data from previous 5T~ exotic atom experi
ments,^ where Pt, Pb, and U targets were nsed, indicated

the presence

of severe background contaminants near the IT~U(12-11) and
Z ~ P t (11-10) transition energies.
The targets used and the associated transitions analyzed in
this work are listed in Table III.

Also included are the approximate

energies of the transitions, the corresponding fine-structure splittings
of the components for two values of p(Z”), and the typical detector
resolution R at the given transition energy.

The quantity S/R is a

"figure-of-merit" corresponding to the splitting-to-resolution ratio.
The

simple quark-model value of p(Z-)=-1.05 p^ and the previous

exotic-atom experiment result of p(Z“)=-1.40 p^ were used as repre
sentative values from which to compute the splittings.

TABLE III
Targets and Transitions Analyzed in the Experiment

Transition

Energy (keV)

R (eV)

—1.05 |tu
S (eV) S/R

—1.40 Pm
S (eV) S/R

Z ~ P b (11-10)

373

1058

558

0.53

954

0.90

Z"Pb{ 12-11)

283

951

319

0.34

492

0.52

F*W< 11-10)

303

974

374

0.38

575

0.59
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3.2

ATOMIC CAPTURE AND CASCADE
When brought to rest in the target (Z,A), the

hyperon

can be captured into a high n state of the exotic-atom system.

For a

given n, there are 2JZ + 1 possible angular momentum states available.
The initial population of these states as well as the initial n deter
mines the ratio of the intensity of "circular" (,£=n-l) to "non-circular"
(^<n-l) radiative transitions between subsequent low-n states.
The cascade of the

hyperon to lower-energy levels fol

lowing atomic capture progresses initially by Auger transitions domi
nantly for A A = -1 and An corresponding to differences in energy large
enough to cause ejection of an atomic electron.

At high n values, the

energy difference between adjacent levels is small, so that only a large
An can provide the energy for an Auger transition.

The net effect of

many such transitions is to weight the distribution of (n,£) toward high

Jl for a given n, i.e.., to circularize the distribution.
Eventually, the cascade reaches a state with a classical Bohr
radius close to that of the Is electron.

For an atomic system with re

duced mass m, this radius is given by

rn
n

fc* n*
= me*
— T-S
Z-*

<3 ‘2>

For rn (Z” ) ~ rx(e-), n is about 48.
Radiative transitions dominate the cascade for smaller n be
cause there the overlap of the wave function of the Z~ with that of
the atomic electrons is small.
and generally Ana-1.

The pertinent selection rule is A

= +1

However, as in the Auger case, transitions of mag

nitude An>l are allowed and these transitions, too, tend to circularize
the population of states.
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Strong-interaction

(SI)

absorption

competes

with

the

electromagnetic (EM) cascade in depleting the n=10 states for both
Z ”Pb and Z~W atoms.

The n=10 to n'=9 radiative transitions for

these atoms are noticeably reduced in intensity compared with those of
the corresponding (11-10) transitions.

In addition,

for highly non-

circnlar orbits (lowj£), the SI absorption depletes states of even high
er values of n than 10 because these states overlap the nucleus signifi
cantly .

3.2.1

Non-Circular Transitions
The measurement of the magnetic moment of the Z ~ hyperon

is based on a determination of the splitting in circular transitions
caused by atomic fine structure.

However, the effects of competing

non-circular transitions (of very nearly the same energy) must be in
cluded.
In Fig. 1,

selected EM transitions are shown,

with fine-

structure splittings suppressed.

Thea0 is the circular and alt aa, at,

... are the first, second, third,

... non-circular transitions from the

n=15 to n=14 states.

The t^, ija ,

tj(,

... are An=-2, (15-13) transitions

which also deplete the (n,^<n-l) states.

A measured (15-14) "peak" in a

Z ~ x-ray spectrum actually consists of the sum of the
sitions, each distinct in energy,
system.

In addition, transitions

tran

but not resolved by the spectroscopy
with Aj(=+1, which are not shown in the

figure, are included in the peak shape.

The intensity of each

tran

sition decreases rapidly with increasing i and only the first few need
be considered.

A (15-13) "peak", consists of the ii^s and is resolved in
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energy from the (15-14) "peak." The relative-intensity ratio of these
two composite peaks is therefore a measurable quantity.
transitions occur from the same initial (n,Jg) as the
ing ratios

Because the
and the branch

are known from EM dipole matrix elements, this intensi

ty ratio direotly determines the amount of non-circular contribution to
the (15-14) peak shape.

It follows that measurements of the intensities

of other An=-2 transitions determine the percentage of the non-circular
contributions contained in other An®-1 "peaks."

3.2.2

Sp in-up to Spin-down Intensity Ratio
Fig. 2 shows the fine-structure components of an (11-10) tran

sition, including the circular and first, or primary, non-circular com
ponents.

The intensity ratio

transitions contribute.

is <<1; hence no other non-circular

The a^ represent the J+% to JP+\ transitions

(spin-up to spin-up), the b^ represent the
flip), and the c^. represent the ./-£ to
spin-down).

J to

transitions (spin-down to

The intensity of the transitions denoted by b^ is very

small since Aj=0 and can be ignored.
the

t o ^ + J transitions (spin

The ratios of the intensities of

transitions to the J-% to J>'-\ transitions have been

calculated assuming an initial

statistical population of the spin

states.^ The validity of this assumption has been demonstrated in muonic atoms, where, even in the 2p-ls transitions, the statistical popula
tion of spin states is p r e s e r v e d . T h e ratios of interest for the
Z ” atomic transitions studied here are listed in Table IV.

Since

they differ from unity, the "ordering" of the fine-structure components
can in principle be determined and a potential ambiguity in the contri
bution of the anomalous moment to the total magnetic moment avoided.
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TABLE IV
Spin-up to Spin-down Intensity Ratios

Transition
(n-nf)
(13-12)

(12-11)
(11-10)

Circular a:c

1.087
1.096
1.106

First Non-Circular a:c

1.096
1.106
1.119

Chapter IV
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

4.1

INTRODUCTION
The experimental equipment, electronic circuitry, and data ac

quisition system were designed to detect the formation of X ~ exotic
atoms and

to record

excitation.

the x-ray

spectra resulting

from their

de

To form a large sample of these atoms, a copious source of

low energy X - must be produced.

Owing to the short lifetime of the

X ” (r - 0.148 nseo), the development of a low-energy beam of these
particles is not feasible.

Instead, they can be produced through a sec

ondary reaotion using a negative kaon beam.

Zieminska*’*' has calculated

the production fraction of X ” when K“ are captured by heavy nuclei
such as Pb or V.

The result of her calculation indicates a 5% yield of

X ” which escape such nuclei after K~ capture.

The X - can then

undergo atomic capture by a neighboring nucleus after losing kinetic en
ergy through ionization.

In previous exotic-atom experiments,*®*-*1® the

yield ratio of X ” x rays to T

i rays in the spectra obtained was

consistent with this calculated Z ~ production rate.

The signal-to-

noise (S/N) of X ” x-ray peaks (ratio of doublet peak height to back
ground) was typically 1:5.

Extracting fine-structure splitting informa

tion from these x-ray peaks involved a sensitive "line-shapeM analysis
because

the splittings were less than the instrumental resolution.

Background contaminant y rays under or near low S/N X
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x-ray peaks
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were therefore potentially troublesome.

Indeed, some candidate tran

sitions could not be included in the analysis for p(£~) because of
/A

severe background problems.

^

A combined value of |t(£ )= -1.41 +

0.25 jijq was obtained for the two 1973 BNL experiments and was based pri
marily on the measurement of the fine-structure splitting of the X~
Pb(12-11) transition.
In an effort to overcome the two limiting factors in such an
experiment (low production of

and poor x-ray S/N), we have devel

oped a new technique for enhanced production and identification of lowenergy 5T".
44% for

The method was based on the favorable branching ratio of
production through the reaction

K~ + p — >

+

tt+

when K~ were brought to rest in liquid hydrogen (U^) •

(4.1)

The X ~ so

produoed had a kinetic energy of 12.5 HeV and were readily stopped in
thin target plates immersed in LHj.

The energetic (82.5 MeV) n+ were

detected exterior to the target and served to tag the production of
atoms.

In addition to this new technique, an advanced spectros

copy and data acquisition system permitted the accumulation of x-ray
spectra in a higher-intensity K~ beam while maintaining excellent in
strumental resolution.
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4.2

1“ BEAM
The experiment was performed at

the Brookhaven National

Laboratory Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) nsing the Low Energy
Separated Beam line C (LESB I ) .

The experimental apparatus was placed

in the C4 extension of this beam line.
in Fig. 3.

A plan view of LESB I is shown

The n~ , K~, and p produced when the 28 GeV slow extracted

proton beam impinged axially upon a thin platinum rod placed at Target
Station C were focused by a series of magnetic lenses (01-06 and D1-D3)
into an oval spot of approximately 4.5 x 5.5 cm2 at the final focus.

An

electrostatic separator, operated at a potential of 750 kV, and a
crossed magnetic field deflected unwanted pions and muons vertically
downward while leaving kaons undeflected.

Momentum slits and mass slits

provided additional means of collimating the beam.

The momentum slits

were left in the "open" position throughout the data runs.

However the

mass slit, located at a vertical focus following the separator, was var
ied to maintain a steady beam rate and a small final-focus profile.
typical mass slit opening was 1.5 mm.

A

The magnets were tuned to trans

port 680 MeV/c negative particles through the beam line with a momentum
dispersion of +2%.

The beam line elements, their settings within the

beam line control system, and the equivalent '’physical" values of these
settings are listed in Table V.
The average flux of K~ measured one meter downstream of Q6 was
approximately 60,000 per beam burst when 4.0 X 10
on the C Target Station.

12

protons were focused

The AGS beam cycle was 2.8 seconds when oper

ated in the slow extracted mode consisting of a 0.8-sec burst of contin
uous "flattop" beam followed by a 2.0-sec period of no beam.

These
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TABLE V
C4 Beam Line Elements and Settings for 680 MeV/o

ID

Element

Set Point

Current/Opening

D01
Q01
002
D02
B01
003
004
KOI
K02
K03
K04
K05
005
D03
006

Dipole
Ouadrupole
Quadrupole
Dipole
Separator Dipole
Quadrupole
Quadrupole
Upstream Jaw
Mass Slit Opening
Hass Slit Rotation
Mass Slit Height
Downstream Jaw
Quadrupole
Dipole
Quadrupole

2000
1826
470
1950
1680
2568
1568
2440
2245
2746
2050
2128
1888
1476
1448

1999. A
1826. A
351.8 A
1217.0 A
638.7 A
1598.0 A
975. A
OPEN
1.5 mm
64° from beam
-1.0 mm
OPEN
889.2 A
1477. A
1885. A

DATE:

22-APR-82

periods are hereafter referred to as beam-on and beam-off.

The LESB I

channel is described in more detail by F o x . ^

4.3

KYPRRTMKNTAL ARRANGEMENT AND GEOMETRY
A plan viev of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 4.

The description of the equipment and associated electronics is broken
down into four functional categories: kaon stopping identification, hy
drogen target, jt+ spectrometers,

and x-ray spectroscopy.
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4.3.1

Kaon Stop Identification
Negative pions and kaons emerged from the last beam quadrupole

magnet in the approximate ratio of 9:1 and were focused on the target T,
located 1.3 meters farther downstream. A Fitch-type^ Cherenkov countv
er, C, was placed downstream of beam-defining plastic scintillators SI
and S2 and a coincidence signal from at least four of the six photomulv
tiplier tubes viewing a plastic radiator within C was nsed to distin
guish kaons from pions.

A time-of-flight (70F) circuit was employed in

setting up the Cherenkov counter system and to check its efficiency for
kaon identification and pion (or muon) rejection.

The scintillator of

counter S4 was viewed by two photomultiplier tubes and a coincidence of
these elements, using constant fraction discriminators and a mean timer,
formed the definition of the start time for the TOF circuit and for all
K~ induced events.

The TOF "stop" signal was set with a delayed signal

from counter Z. which was located just downstream of the mass slit (Fig.
3).

A 3.4 nsec difference existed in the time required for 680 MeV/c jt”

and K“ to travel this path length, a time interval readily resolved by
the electronics circuitry.

This time difference was digitized in a

CAMAC time-to-digital converter (TDC) and a plot of TOF for beam partiv
cles satisfying the coincidence gating requirement S1*S2*C*S3*S4*S5 is
shown in Fig. 5.

Evident in the figure is the clear separation of n~

and K“ as well as a ~1:15 area ratio of n~/K~.

Coupled with the fact

that there are 9:1 n~/K~ in the incident separated beam (given by
S1*S2/S1*S2’£ ratio), the plot indicates a rejection factor of 135:1 for
_
unwanted n

v
by the counter C.
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A hodoscope array H positioned just upstream of counter S4
provided team-spot size information which greatly aided in tuning the
team.

Four horizontal and three vertical strips of 0.32 cm thick scin

tillator were overlapped in such a manner as to provide five horizontal
divisions (X) and seven vertical divisions (X) of a 10 x 10 cm3 area.
Signals from any of the seven phototutes viewing these strips were dis
criminated and routed to a CAMAC tit register.

Figures 6a and 6b show

reconstructed X and Y profiles of incoming K" satisfying the atove gat
ing requirement.
A Cu block moderator, consisting of 10 x 10 cm3 pieces and to
taling 14 cm thickness, was positioned directly upstream of the hodoscope to optimize the number of K” which stopped in the target.

A plas

tic scintillator veto box Vj framing the Cu degrader was designed to
trigger on fragments

from K“

interactions within the moderator.

Approximately 25% of K~ impinging on the moderator exited and the mean
momentum at the target face was calculated to be 50 MeV/o.

This latter

information was obtained from a Monte Carlo study of the K“ beam inci
dent in the geometry used.*^
The pulse heights from scintillators S4 and S5 were digitized
to give dE/dX information of beam particles.

This served further to

distinguish stopping K~ from beam n~ or forward-produced nuclear inter
action fragments.

Fig. 7 displays the pulse height in counter S5 trigv
_
gered by a S1*S2*C*S3*S4"S5 coincidence. A separation of it~ and K is
evident since the energy deposited by a minimum ionizing n~ is much less
than that of a low-energy K “ #

a

discriminator threshold of 300 mV, in

dicated in the figure, was imposed on S5. thereby eliminating much of
the remaining ambiguity in identifying low-energy K“ entering T.
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Veto counter

downstream of T, provided a final check on

the stopping K~ signature.

The K- stop signature used was therefore de

fined as
KS = Sl-S2-C-S3-S4-S5(300 mV) ’V ? 2

Beam counter dimensions are listed in Table VI and a complete
logic diagram for the beam telescope is shown in Fig. 8.

Logic signals

formed direotly adjacent to the experimental area are represented within
the dashed box in the figure.

The remainder of the electronic circuitry

was placed in a trailer containing the computer and associated dataacquisition elements.

TABLE VI
Beam Telescope Counters

Scintillation Counters
SI
S2
S3
S4
SS
V. (4 sides)
V,

Dimensions (cm)
10.2
10.2
10.2
10.2
10.2
10.2
30.5

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

12.7
12.7
10.2
10.2
10.2
15.2
30.5

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

0.635
0.635
0.635
0.635
1.270
0.635
0.635

Cerenkov Counter
v
C

8.9 diameter x 1.27 thick

(Incite)

4.3.2

Hydrogen Target
The target T consisted of a hath of LH2 in which were immersed

19 Pb (or W) metal foils.

This assembly was enclosed in an A1 housing.

A front and a side view of the target are shown in Fig. 9.
were spaced 0.46 cm apart and eaoh was 15.0 cm in length.

The foils

The Pb target

foils were 0.035 cm thick and the W target foils were 0.020 cm thick.
In both targets, the foils were of varying heights with the tallest
(10.5 cm), placed in the center and the shortest (6.5 cm) at the sides.
This array resulted in both optimum transmission efficiency of x rays
through the target and distribution of K~ stops within the LHj-foil lay
ers.

Optimization of the foil separations, thicknesses, lengths, and

heights were studied with the aid of a Monte-Carlo program.
many factors which led to the final design included:

Some of the

the total amount

of L& 2 t° foil ratio in order to enhance K “ stops in hydrogen, the spac
ing of foils to minimize losses due to X~ decay between plates, and
the thickness of foils to maximize stopped X ~ and minimize the ab
sorption of x rays in the plates and target housing.

4.3.3

a+ Spectrometers
An essential component in this experiment was the ir+ spectrom

eter system used to tag the production of

in L ^ .

Monoenergetic

n+ emitted in the reaction K“p — > Z""n+ emerged from the target vac
uum jacket with an energy between 60 and 82 HeV, depending upon the num
ber of foils traversed.

A number of geometric and physical considera

tions dictated the final design of the system to identify these n+ .
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Since K“ interacted at rest with protons in the hydrogen bath,
the

and ji+ emerged colinear, at 180°.

The Pb (or W) target

plates within the LH2 were placed vertically with their planes parallel
to the beam line.

Therefore, the

most likely to intercept a tar

get foil before decaying were those which traveled normally or nearly
normally to the plates.
ticular

The n+ which signalled production of these par

thus emerged from the sides of the target.

Extensive

Monte-Carlo studies showed that detection of those 5T” intercepted by
plates was optimum for ji+ which emerged within a 30° cone from the sides
of the target.

In satisfying these conditions, each spectrometer tele

scope subtended a fractional solid angle of ~0.09 when counter 3A was
positioned 36 om from the beam-center line.
The ambient delayed background following a K” stop in a simu
lated

target of CH2 and Pb was measured byus in a background test run

in the adjacent

C2 beam line in March 1980.

In that test, the technique

of detecting delayed positrons from muon decay following
range

telescope array was tested and deemed feasible.

for the decay sequence

-i
jt

jt+

stops in a

Themean lifetime

-i
-|-> ji -> e is approximately 2.2 |isec.

An

8 (isec period following ji+ arrival in a counter (sufficiently long to
observe 97% of the decay positrons) was chosen for the gating time.
Two plastic scintillation counter arrays were used in the
stopping

n+ and

decay

45.7 x 45.7 x 2.54

cm*

e+

signatures,

counters

each

(3A,3B,3C)

45.7 x 45.7 x 0.535 cm* counters (2 and 4).

consisting
placed

of

three

between

two

Aluminum plates of the same

area were used to optimize the number of the desired ji+ that stopped in
3A, 3B, or 3C.

One 25.4 x 25.4 x 0.318 cm* plastic scintillator (1) was
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mounted on either side of the target and acted as a solid-angle defining
counter for the respective spectrometer array.

The two spectrometer

arms were thus identical (nL and nR in Fig. 4) and in the following we
discuss the logic for the left (L) side only.
A pion stop was defined to be any of the following fast coin
cidence signals:
L jia

-

KS*L1*L2*E3A*E3E

Litg

=

KS *L1 *L2 *L3A *L3B *DFC

L jic

=

KS*L1*L2*L3A*L3B-L3C*E?

Each of these pion-stop signals permitted three distinct patterns of de
layed positron detection.

The patterns recognized as delayed positron

tags were:
1) A delayed signal in the counter in which the n stopped, a coinci
dent signal in an adjacent counter, and no signal in the opposite
adjacent counter. (For example, a delayed L3A*L3B*L3C following a
L kb )
2) No delayed signal in the counter in which the it stopped but a coincidence signal in the next two adjacent counters (For example, a
delayed L 3 B ‘L3C*L4 following a Lnfi)
3) A delayed signal in the counter in which the n stopped which ex
ceeded a second high-level discriminator threshold. This signal
pattern would account for decay e+ directed parallel to the spec
trometer plane.
A logic diagram for one of the spectrometers is shown in Fig. 10.
A survey of the reactions in which energetic pions are emitted
when a K“ is captured in LHg or in a heavy nucleus (Z) was used to opti
mize spectrometer system variables (i.e.. A1 degrader thichness, discrim
inator thresholds, gating times, solid angle).

Table VII is a list of

the most relevant reactions, along with the energy of the n

or n

at
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the production point within T.

Included in the tahle are the branching

ratios for particular reactions, the absolute rate expected per K” stop
in T and the net rate per K” stop of n+ in the range 60-82 MeV.

The to

tal thickness of counter array L3 (R3) was such that it* in this energy
range would stop after being slowed down with an appropriate amount of
moderator.

This optimum amount of degrader was determined by measuring

the number of delayed e+ following stops in itg as a function of modera
tor thickness.

Nonte-Carlo studies showed that examining any other

scaled quantity such as total n stops or total e+ triggers would lead to
the inclusion of too many false triggers from X * decays.

Aluminum

plates totalling 4.13 cm in thickness were used in the data runs.
11 shows a typical time histogram of e+ triggers following
which has been fitted to the function

Ae-t^r + B.

it*

Fig.

stops

The fitted value

2.26 + 0.10 pseo for ? is in good agreement with the lifetime of the po
sitive muon.*’*’ The time between a K~ stop in T and a decay positron, to
gether with the pattern of the decay and the amount of energy deposited
by the e+ in the counter in which its associated n* stopped, were all
recorded on magnetic tape for each "tagged'1 event.

An estimate of the

efficiency s for identifying those n+ produced in Reaction (4.1) in ei
ther of the two spectrometer arms was
s(n+->e+ ) = (°jr+st o p ^ <*,t+8top
= ( 0.18

)(

0.90

L/R3) (electronic efficiency)
)(

0.91

) =0.147.
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TABLE VII
Reactions Producing Energetio Charged Pions Following K~ Stops in
Target T

REACTIONS
PRODUCING

60-82 MeV it+
per E” Stop

Bn (MeV)

BR*

Rate per E* Stop

82.67
10-100
92.2
92.2

0.44
0.154
0.20
0.27

BR
BR
BR
BR

x
x
x
x

af
bf
adf
bcdf

=
=
=
=

0.159
0.098
0.034
0.041

0.159
0.024
0.014
0.017

89.2
10-100
98.0
98.0

0.20
0.27
0.44
0.154

BR
BR
BR
BR

x
x
x
x

af
bf
aegf
bfgh

=
=
=
=

0.065
0.155
0.047
0.023

----

Positive Pions
K"P -> r “r+
->
K"p -> jT X + -> njt+
K~Z -> n~I+ -> n«+
k "z

xV

Negative Pions
K"p ->
K~Z ->
K"p ->
E~Z ->

X*nX V
n+X ” -> nitn+X ” -> nn~

Factors: a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
*

4.3*4

36% E- stop in LH„ Cp) — Monte Carlo result
64% E- stop in foil (Z) — Monte Carlo result
50% of X created by E”Z capture are reabsorbed — estimate
48% b.r. (X+ -> nn+)
33% X ” decay before reaching foil — Honte Carlo result
90% survive 4.1 cm A1 degrader — estimate
100% b.r. (X- -> mt“)
50% X - decay before atomic or nuclear capture — Monte Carlo
Branching Ratio

X-ray Spectroscopy
The x-ray spectroscopy system was designed to detect photons

in the energy range 100-700 keV with good efficiency and resolution.
For the X~" exotic atoms studied here,

the splitting of fine-

structure components was less than 2% of the actual transition energies.
Therefore a premium was placed on designing a system with optimum reso
lution.

Systems involving bent-crystal spectrometers provide the best
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available resolution at such energies; However their intrinsic efficien
cy would be prohibitively low for experiments involving X ” atoms.
Instead* a solid-state detector system was utilized.

This system con

sisted of three coaxial intrinsic Ge crystals all housed in a single
upward-oriented liquid-nitrogen coldfinger vessel.
housing are shown in Fig. 12.

The detectors and

The cryostat was positioned below T such

that the top faces of the crystals were 12 cm from the beam-center line.
The typical resolution of these detectors was 900-1100 eV in the region
of X ” x-ray energies with an absolute photopeak efficiency of about
20% (both parameters being dependent on specific crystal characteristics
and on the energy at which they are evaluated).
associated electronics were

supplied by

The detectors and their

a collaborative

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and EG^G-Ortec.

effort of

Intrinsio n-type Ge was

used for each crystal rather than the more common p-type.

This permit

ted a reverse electrode configuration of the high voltage.

Detectors of

this type and of this electronic configuration have a demonstrated 28
times greater resistance to neutron damage. ^

Specifications for the

three detector crystals are listed in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII
Detector Specifications

Detector

Serial Number

A
B
C

701a
701b
708c

Diameter (mm)
47
47
57

Length (mm)
26
26
26

Operating Bias (Volt)
-2600
-3600
-4000
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The electronic configuration of a solid-state photon detector
is similar to that of a back-biased diode.

In an n-type detector, the

outer wall of the crystal is ion-implanted to form a p-type layer and
the center is drilled to allow a metallic contact to be made to the ntype layer.

A bias is applied between the central contact and the outer

layer, thus forming a cylindrically symmetric electric field within the
crystal.

When a photon is absorbed in the crystal, electron-hole pairs

are produced and then swept by the field to the respective electrodes of
opposite potentials.

In the reverse electrode (n-type) detectors used

here, the negative potential is applied to the outer p-layer.

Holes,

which are subject to trapping from radiation-induced dislocations within
the crystals, are therefore collected at the outer layer.

Since hole-

trapping effects are the main cause of degraded detector performance,
this electronic configuration minimizes such effects, i,.e,., holes pro
duced where most of the interactions in the crystal occur have the shor
test path for collection.

The inner contact of the detector is joined

to the gate of a oooled field effect transistor (FET). The current in
duced by the charge collected predominantly from an ''event" within the
crystal controls the output current of the FET, the signal of which in
turn is fed to the input of a standard preamplifier circuit.

A nominal

"leakage current" exists between detector anode and cathode which pro
duces a slowly rising ramp voltage at the preamplifier output because of
the absence of a bleeder resistor to deplete the buildup of charge at
the FET gate.

Eaoh event within the crystal also adds to the charge

buildup and hence the ramp voltage.

When the output of the preamplifier

exceeds two volts (an overload threshold), the charge must be drained.
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This is accomplished in the present system by having a low-capacity,
low-noise reset transistor clamp the gate input of the FET when the
overload threshold within the amplifier is reached.

Energy-dependent

efficiency is avoided by actually firing the reset after the pulse which
triggered the threshold is processed.

The two-volt threshold is set at

half the true system overload level, thereby allowing the full process
ing of any 0-2 volt pulse at any point in the cycle (except during a re
set).

For low-energy photon detection, a reset occurs after many pulses

have been collected.

A charged particle traveling through the crystal

or a neutron-scattered event can deposit enough energy to exceed at once
the overload condition and force an immediate reset.

For applications

involving particle beams, a fast reset system similar to the one employed here,

is essential.

The outputs from the preamplifiers were fed to spectroscopy
amplifiers

where

pulse-shaping

circuitry

generated

a flat-topped

stretched pulse whose voltage was proportional to the amount of energy
deposited in the crystals.

A nine-psec peaking circuit built into the

amplifiers indicated the time required for the fast event to be pro
cessed into a voltage level.

"Valid-out" logic signals, generated with

in the amplifiers when pulse-pileup and overload conditions were not ex
ceeded, were used as triggers to gate the ADC digitizing the amplifier
signal.

The ADCs were strobed to begin conversion of the input DC lev

el, independent of voltage, upon arrival of the center of the stretched
pulse.

In an effort to eliminate possible ground-loop problems in each

of the amplifier-ADC systems, the ground referenoe of the linear seotion
of each ADC was tied to that of its associated amplifier by their common
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signal cable ground.

The detector array and preamplifiers,

together

with the amplifiers and ADCs, were boused in thermally controlled, insu
lated enclosures to minimize pulse-height drifts within the linear sec
tions of the electronics.

The enclosure containing the detectors and

pre-amplifiers was positioned directly under the target.

A second en

closure containing the amplifiers, ADCs, and fast-slow timing electron
ics, was placed immediately outside the experimental area so that 8-m
cables were long enough to make necessary connections between the ther
mally stable environments.

Only digital information was sent the longer

distance (23 m) to the computer trailer,

thereby avoiding additional

noise pick-up problems in the linear signals.
The preamplifier output signals were split at the input to the
spectroscopy amplifiers and fed to timing pickoff circuits consisting of
timing filter amplifiers
(CFD).

(TFA) and constant fraction discriminators

Logic outputs from the CFDs, indicating an event in a detector,

were fed into the trailer where coincidences with a K“ stop (KS) signa
ture, a beam-on gate, or a beam-off gate defined particular events.

If

such an event was to be processed by the computer (see discussion below
on data acquisition), a gate signal for the particular detector which
fired was sent from the trailer back to the ADC gating logic in the ADC
hut.

The time difference between KS and the CFD output was recorded for

all KS-induced events.

A histogram of KS*y(A) timing shown in Fig. 13

indicates a very good time resolution of approximately 10 nsec (fullwidth at half-maximum) for events associated with kaons stopping in T.
Electronic block diagrams for the linear/time-pickoff configurations and
the -/-event coincidences are shown in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively.
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The principal electronic modules used in the x-ray spectroscopy system
are listed in Table IX.

TABLE IX
Spectroscopy System Electronic Modules

Module

Manufacturer

Model

Mode/Type

preamplifier
pulser/HV bias
amplifier
ADC
TEA
CFD

LBL
LBL
LBL
LeCroy
Ortec
Ortec

21X5911 P-l
21X3331 P-l
11X8481 P-5
3511
454
473a

transistor reset
negative bias
9 psec peaking/bias amp x 1
DC Sample-Strobe/8000 ch
200 nsec diff/int OUT
constant fraction/Ge(Li)

4.4
4.4.1

DATA ACQUISITION
Events
The individual events of this experiment consisted of the en

ergy measured in a Ge detector and a large amount of other information
characteristic of the event.

Two main categories of events existed:

those induced by K~ stops (KS) in T and those induced by detector cali
bration y rays.
The principal KS-induced event types and their associated
electronic triggers are listed in Table X in the priority order with
which they were sorted by the computer.

For events labeled MULTIPLE, no

selective reading of CAHAC modules was performed; all CAMAC units were
read and written to tape.

For TAGGED, CLEAN and RAW events, only those

data words associated with the detector in which the event occurred were
read and saved.
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TABLE X
Principal KS-Induced Events

Event Name

Trigger

Recorded Words

MULTIPLE

KS*(2 2 r)
KS*(1 2 n)'y

All CAHAC Words

TAGGED

K S ' y W

CLEAN

KS*y*n~

1-7 Above

RAW

KS'y

1-7 Above

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Event Header
Detector Energy
Hodoscope Pattern
KS.y Time
dE/dX S4 (A+B)
dE/dX S5
Kaon TOF
e+ Decay Pattern
KS -> e Time
e+ Energy

Detector calibration events were accumulated during beam-on
spill time as well as during beam-off times.

Weak radioactive sources

(~1 pCi) emitting y rays of well-known energies were placed between the
target and detectors.

These sources were chosen to provide detector

resolution information near the energies of the Z “ x-rays (during
beam-on), and to provide information on the stability of the gain of the
system (during beam-off). The radioactive sources used in the Pb and W
data runs are listed in Table XI.

Beam-on calibration events required

the random coincidence of a y ray from any of the sources with a
1.0 psec gate started by the coincidence
[AGS-on]‘SI *S2'S3 *S4 *S5'V x ,
primarily the signature of a n~ entering the target.
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TABLE XI
Calibration Sources

Source

Y-ray Energy (keV)

Used with Target(s)

5?Co

122.061
136.474

Pb, ff

133Ba

276.404(7)
302.858(5)
356.014(9)
383.859(9)

Pb

192Jt

295.958
308.457
316.508

W

13?Cs

661.661(3)

Pb, W

Ref. 69,

errors of less than 1 eV not given

The Y-ray energy spectra for such events served to measure the detector
response under conditions identical to those in which the x rays from
the

and K~ exotic atoms were actually recorded.
During beam-off cycles, the response of the system to the

122-keV y rays from 3^Co and the 662-keV y rays from *3^Cs was continu
ously monitored and the data placed into "windowed" histograms for each
detector.

Computer fits to peak centroids in these histograms were made

after approximately 200 beam bursts.
monitoring of system drifts.

These fits permitted continuous

These latter histograms formed the basis

of an off-line, two-point stabilization routine for data replay and were
regularly recorded on tape as beam-off events throughout the data runs.

4.4.2

Computer System
The data acquisition hardware consisted of two similarly-

configured PDP 11/34 centered systems —
one for replay of tapes.

one for data acquisition and

Each system contained several RK05-type disks,

a Decwriter, magnetic tape drives, a Tektronix 4010 display, and various
terminals.

In addition, the data acquisition system was interfaced with

a microprogrammable branch driver70 (MBD) which performed all CAMAC com
munication.

Three CAHAC crates were connected in parallel to the MBD

along a standard branch highway.
each crate.

Type A-l controllers were situated in

The CAMAC structure for this experiment is listed in

Table XII.

TABLE XII
CAHAC Crate Composition

Modules

Function

1

WM Trigger Module
Pattern Bit Register
Pattern Bit Register
TDC (100 nsec)
Charge Sensitive ADC
Pattern Bit Register
Pattern Bit Register
TDC (10 psec)
Charge Sensitive ADC

LAM when fired/BUSY out
Event Decoding
Hodoscope Pattern
KS*y time/K“ TOF
dE/dX (S4,S5)
Le+ decay pattern
Re+ decay pattern
KS->e+ time
e+ energy

2

Scalers (48 in 10 units)

Scale inputs/LAM on overflow

3

Spectroscopy ADCs (3)

Energy in detectors A,B,or C

Crate
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4.4.2.1

CAHAC Gating
The output of a fan-in unit for event logic signals and a BUST

level from the trigger module (TH) vere put into coincidence.

The coin

cidence generated an event gate which the MBD had to acknowledge and
which strobed ADCs, started TDCs, and latched pattern units in the CAMAC
crates.

A LAM was set by the TM and the MBD was interrupted.

When an

event was completely processed (see below), care was taken to guarantee
that all spectroscopy ADCs were cleared (by software) and that a logic
signal generated by the TM was fanned out to the fast-clear inputs of
the remaining CAMAC modules.

A block diagram for the CAMAC gating is

shown in Fig. 16.

4.4.2.2

Data Acquisition Software
The software used for the data acquisition system consisted of

three main components: 1) an interrupt-driven MBD code to sort events,
2) a magnetic tape and MBD interface routine, and 3) an analysis pro
gram.

The PDP 11/34's were run under the RSX-11M operating system.^
The MBD provided a fast and convenient means of accessing

CAMAC modules and permitted a limited amount of pre-processing of data.
It included direct memory access (DMA) which allowed writing to the host
computer memory directly using standard UNIBUS protocol.

This last fea

ture was used extensively for tape-buffer filling, scaler transfers, and
direct histogramming of energies deposited in the Ge detectors.

Eight

priority-ordered program "channels" were available within the MBD along
with 4096 words of 16-bit memory.

An "executive" program resided in the

highest priority channel and governed the loading and initialization of
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the other channel programs.

Six of the remaining channels were utilized

in the data acquisition scheme.

These channels are listed below in or

der of priority, along with their principal functions:
CH 6

run start-stop routine — inoluded all initialization of modules;
at begin-run time, read in all parameters pertaining to on-line
histogramming and stability windows for calibration events

CD 5

event interrupt handler — initialized before beginning runs, then
exited only to be started by look-at-me (LAM) from trigger module,
at LAM did the following:
a. read the event pattern unit and decoded the type of event
b. read all appropriate CAMAC modules for event and transferred
resultant event stream to PDP tape buffer and interrupted PDP
when buffer was full
c. histogrammed in PDP memory the Ge detector words for those his
tograms defined at begin-run time
d. maintained internal windowed histograms of beam-off events and
emptied these histograms on to the tape buffer on request

CB 4

scaler initialization —
allowed scaler useage when no run was in
progress; was called as a subroutine when CH 6 was invoked

CH 3

scaler overflow handler — all 10 scaler units were LAM-enabled
and hardwired to start this program on overflow; the program
searched for the overflowed scaler and incremented a corresponding
counter within its own memory; it then cleared the LAM

CH 2

scaler-reading routine — when called by the host computer it suc
cessively read each of 48 24-bit scalers, shifted internal count
ers 8 bits and added, forming two-word 32-bit integers; wrote to
either of two banks in PDP memory

CH 1

beam-off dump indicator — initialized by external time-cued PDP
program, set FLUSH PENDING flag for beam-off windowed histograms
and exited.

The PDP magnetic-tape handling routine performed three impor
tant functions in its interfacing role between the analysis package and
the MBD.

These functions included writing "filled" event buffers to

tape, delivering selective event streams to the analysis program, and
beginning and ending runs.
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The event analysis program consisted of a modified version of
MULTI.^ This program was designed to be an extremely flexible routine
for processing event streams.

Standard event-processing commands such

as histogramming of data, performing cuts on data, calculating data
words with subsequent histogramming of resultant quantities, and finally
generating scatter plots were supported.

In addition to these, CAMAC

scaler handling and histogram save and retrieval routines were developed
and added.

MULTI was also capable of being used to analyze data tapes

with no changes in command format and was also used regularly during the
runs to inspect the data.

Chapter V
TESTS OF THE SYSTEM AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

5.1

DATA SET CHARACTERISTICS
The data were collected daring three running periods in spring

1982.

A Ph-Ill^ target was used in the first two of these and a W-LHj

target in the last.

The experimental apparatus and electronics configu

ration were unchanged throughout the runs except for the energy window
viewed by detectors A and B during the first run.

All data were written

to magnetic tape in event stream buffers as discussed in section 4.4.1.
Histograms of the energy spectrum for each detector were formed from the
replay of these tapes.

Information characterizing the three runs is

summarized in Table XIII.

TABLE XIII
Data Set

Run

1
2
3

Dates
(1982)
3/16 - 4/6
4/15 - 4/30
5/10 - 5/17

Tapes Written

90
144
79

Target

Pb
Pb
W

- 53 -

Gain (eV)
A and B
C
45
90
90

90
90
90

Energy Window (keV)
A and B
C
90-450 76-750
76-750 76-750
76-750 76-750
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5.2

TAPE REPLAY

Replay of the data tapes to form detector energy histograms
was performed on the PDP 11/34 systems and utilized MULTI in playback
mode.

These histograms were differentiated by detector number, event

type, and data cuts.
Data outs were applied with the intention of enhancing the
precision obtainable for p(Z“).

Both S/N and total number of counts

in x-ray peaks could in principle be altered when a cut was made.
diagnostics were examined for incoming K“ identification.

Beam

However, TOF

and dE/dX histograms, as replayed from the tapes, showed that stopping
K~, having survived the additional requirement of a coincident y-timing
signal, were even less contaminated than those shown in Figs. 5 and 7.
No further delineation between beam pions and kaons could be made from
cuts on these variables.

Since x rays following the atomic capture of

K” in metal foils were collected under the same conditions as the RAW

j[~ data, examination of the quality of the reconstructed K~ Pb (or
W) x-ray peaks as a function of various data

cuts was

useful.

Inspection of the S/N in the K_ x-ray region as a function of the width
of the KS*y timing windows showed no improvement over the applied hard
ware coincidence interval of 100 nsec.

However, replay of the data as a

function of K~ entrance position as determined by the hodoscope array
demonstrated that the S/N of both K~ and
tive to this parameter.

x-ray peaks was sensi

A sample of 50 tapes from run 2 was sorted into

energy spectra, each associated with a different K“ entrance bin in the
hodoscope.

Patterns of these bins were constructed and the correspond

ing histograms added together, forming groups of data differentiated by
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incoming K~ beam spot size and position.

For each of several patterns,

Monte-Carlo simulations of the doublet were made according to the meas
ured S/N and extrapolated total areas of 5T" x-ray transitions within
these data sets.

Fits to these simulated doublets were then made to de

termine which set resulted in the smallest error in p(Z~). A modest
" cross-shaped1' cut was applied to the RAW data and yielded a S/N in
crease for ST" x-ray peaks of approximately 10% with no increase in
the statistical error for jUZ- ).

CLEAN-event histograms (KS*y*jr^)

contained x-ray peaks of similar S/N to those in the RAW histograms.
These two event types were therefore grouped together in the analysis
and are discussed below as "untagged" data.

In the final replay of the

data, the cross-cut on the hodoscope was applied only to the untagged
set of data.
TAGGED-event triggers comprised about 1.1% of all KS'y events.
These events were extracted from the data tapes and formed into "paredown" tapes.

Pare-down tapes were then replayed in their entirety as a

function of various cuts.

Some of the additional cuts tested with these
J,

data included forming spectra as a function of both ES -> e
and of decay e+ patterns in the it+ spectrometers.

decay time

Although the £~

x-ray S/N improved with the inclusion of these cuts and that for the ho
doscope, the precision with which |i(X~) could be determined deterio
rated due to the reduction in total number of counts in these peaks.
Uncut tagged x-ray spectra showed dramatic S/N improvement for X ~
induced lines compared to the corresponding data in the untagged spec
tra.

Fig. 17 is a vivid example of this improvement for the X

Pb(12-11) transition and also shows the suppression of the neighboring
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K

Pb(9-8) transition.

No cnts were applied to the TAGGED data set

shown in the figure or in any tagged histograms used in the analysis for
).

Although TAGGED triggers satisfied the electronic defini

tions of RAW and CLEAN events, they were not included in the untagged
data set.
MULTIPLE events comprised approximately 47% of the tape volume
primarily because of two factors.

All CAMAC units were read for each

MULTIPLE event rather than the selective subset of words read for RAW,
CLEAN, TAGGED, and beam-on calibration event types.

In addition, for

these last four event types, each spectroscopy ADC was scanned by the
MBD for a valid event in the energy window as defined in Table XIII.
When an overload or underload pulse triggered the detector timing cir
cuits, an event sequence was initiated for which no valid detector ener
gy word existed.

For these events, the Q-flag of the CAMAC crate was

set FALSE when the associated ADC was read by the computer.
was not written to tape.

The event

No such pre-sorting of events was performed

for the more complex MULTIPLE events and hence many of these did not
contain a valid detector energy word.

Histograms were constructed from

a subset of those MULTIPLE events which contained valid detector sig
nals, and they were examined for x-ray S/N.

For all detectors, E~ and

T~ x-ray S/N were found to be more than a factor of two worse com
pared to the untagged data set.

These MULTIPLE event data were not in

cluded in the analysis.
A final replay of the data was based on a program which guar
anteed that the gain and intercept for all the histograms were the same.
The following algorithm was applied for eaoh of the tapes and for each
of the histograms: untagged, tagged, and beam-on calibration.
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1) Initialization of histogram area in PDP core for temporary
playback histograms
2) Data-tape replayed and events sorted into core histograms
3) Beam-off "windowed" histogram event encountered; replay suspended
4) Least-squares fit to low- and high-energy "windowed" stabilization
peaks for each detector determined gain and intercept for data
histogrammed in core (about 200 beam-bursts)
5) Core histograms gain-shifted and mapped to disk histograms of pre
designated gain and intercept* Fractional counts per channel in
disk histograms were allowed and proper variance of each disk bin
was calculated and updated (it was not necessarily equal to the
bin count in this procedure)
6) Core histograms cleared
7) Steps repeated starting at 2) until tape finished

Summed files were formed from the disk histograms for 10 se
quential tapes and for the entire Pb and W runs.

These files were then

transferred to disk files of an IBM 370 where the rest of the analysis
was completed.
Histograms of the untagged and tagged energy spectra for the
Pb and W data are shown in Figs. 18-21.

The data shown are the sum ob

tained from all three deteetors.

5.3

REQUIREMENTS FOR FINE-STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

The £ ” x-ray peaks analyzed for fine-structure splitting

were con

sidered to be composed of two circular and two primary non-ciroular com
ponents.

Higher-order non-circular transitions (i.e. transitions be

tween states of Jt X n-3) were in all cases much less than 1% in relative
intensity and were not included in the function used for the peak shape.
For a given value of p(X-), the four component lines were fixed in
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energy and constituted the observed

z-ray peak.

The differences

in energy among these lines were less than the relevant instrumental
resolution of the detectors.

Hence a broadened structure was observed,

described with the function

D(x) = A 0R0f(x,x0) + A0f(x,x0+A0)
+ A 1R1f(x,x1) + A1f(x,x1+Ax)

where the A^ are the amplitudes of the S~i to
amplitudes

to

of

the ,^+J to

and the jf-J to

components,

(5.1)

components, AjR^ the

and x^

transition energies.

and

the

In this notation,

i=0 implies circular and 1=1 implies the primary non-circular compo
nents.

The function f(x,x^) describes the spectrometer response at en

ergy x for photons of energy x^ that are absorbed in one of the detector
crystals.

5.4

The determination of f(x,x^) and of Ax/A0 is discussed next.

DETECTOR RESOLUTION
Solid-state detectors in particle beam environments suffer

resolution degradation due to accumulated neutron damage.

Such effects

were minimized in these experiments with the use of n-type Ge crystals
having a reverse electrode electronic configuration.

However, slight

resolution changes were experienced by the detectors over the course of
the three runs.

A study of this change as a function of time assured

that the data were analyzed with the proper function.
The data sets were divided into two levels: groups and sub
groups .

Groups were the sets of data upon which the analysis for
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)i(£~) vas based.

Subgroups were sets of tapes for which analysis of

detector resolutions was possible.

A subgroup typically consisted of

data obtained in about 24 hours of beam time.

Beam-on histograms for

each subgroup contained the calibration lines listed in Table XI.

Each

of these lines was fitted, using the method of least-squares,7^ to the
function

G(x) = f(x,x0) + B0 + BiU-x,,) + B a(x~x0)»,

(5.2)

where f(x,x0) was the Gaussian

f(x.x0) = A'exp{-(x-x0)»4-ln 2/(FWHM)*J,

(5.3)

and the B^'s the coefficients of the second-order polynomial background
term.

FWHM represents the full width of the response of the detector

system at half the maximum of the peak amplitude.

The quantity

de

fined as

n

<G(x) - y.)»
^

i=l
was minimized in each fit.

(5.4)
1

In this notation, the sum included all his

togram channels, the y^ represented the counts in the x^th bin and the
o| represented the corresponding variances.

The reduced (or normalized)

'i,2 was defined to be the above quantity divided by the number of degrees
of freedom V in the fit.

For data exhibiting statistical fluctuations,

and fitted to an "appropriate" functional form, V,2/^ should be distrib
uted about 1.0.

A distribution of the *k2ft obtained for fits to Eq.

(5.2) of the data from each of the four ^-^Ba lines from each of the Pb

subgroups is shown in Fig. 22.

The plot indicates that the function

f(x.x0) adequately represented the instrumental response oyer this ener
gy interval for all three detectors.

The stability of detector resolu

tion as a function of time was studied by plotting FWHM vs subgroup num
ber for each of the calibration lines which were fit.

Groups of these

subgroups were then constructed in which detector resolution at a given
energy was not changing; (i,.e... any change was much less than that which
would have affected the determination of p(Z~) within the error).
Four groups were formed for the three runs.
the analyzable data from run 1.

Group R1 consisted of all

Many of the 90 tapes written during

this run were not included in this set because they contained data accu
mulated during runs made for beam diagnostics, detector optimization,
and beam-off stabilization studies.

Run 2 was divided into two groups.

R2A and R2B, consisting of the first nine and the last five subgroups,
respectively.

All the data from run 3 were grouped together and labeled

R3.
The * ^ B a

source lines, from beam-on calibration histograms,

were used to obtain detector resolutions at 283.5 keV and 373.0 keV, the
energies corresponding to the £~Pb(12-ll) and X ”Pb(11-10) transition lines, respectively.
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The J,Co lines and the three

102

Ir lines

listed in Table XI were used to determine the resolution at 303 keV. the
energy corresponding to the

ST*W(11-10) transition.

The *®^Ir lines

alone would have been adequate for the data from W; however, the
source used for the first seven days of the V run was too weak.

1 07

Ir

The

^ C o lines were therefore included as well to monitor resolution stabil
ity throughout this period of accumulating data in W.
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The resolutions obtained for each calibration line in each
subgroup of data within a group were averaged and these average resolu
tions were then fitted to a straight line.

The parameters of these fits

for resolution vs energy for each detector and group are listed in
Table XIV.

The linear function was

FWHM(x) = m(x-x) + b

where x and x are in keV and FWHM is in eV.

(5.5)

The value for x is defined

as

5>iXi
x

=

— --

(5.6)

where the x^ are the respective calibration energies and the w^ are the
weights determined from the fits to the subgroups.
XIV are thedetector resolutions at
ray transitions.

the energies of

Included in Table
important Z ~ x*~
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TABLE XIV
Beam-On Detector Resolution Parameters

Group

Detector

x(keV)

m(eV/keV)

b (eV)

FWHH(283.5)
(eV)

FWHM(373.0)
(eV)

R1

A
B
C

341.5
340.9
342.7

1.128
1.183
1.382

975.9
1003.3
1051.5

910.4(<1.0)
934.9(3.5)
969.6(3.6)

1011.4(<1.0)
1041.2(2.3)
1093.4(2.2)

R2A

A
B
C

344.4
344.0
344.9

1.136
1.200
1.365

996.7
1023.5
1063.7

927.5(5.4)
950.8(7.5)
979.9(6.4)

1029.2(3.2)
1058.2(4.5)
1102.1(3.6)

R2B

A
B
C

343.8
344.5
345.1

1.265
1.111
1.387

1006.1
1033.5
1087.8

929.8(4.1)
965.7(2.5)
1002.3(10.2)

1043.1(2.5)
1065.1(1.4)
1127.9(5.9)

FWHH(303.3)
(eV)
R3

A
B
C

125.0
124.6
127.9

1.286
1.323
1.519

750.0
752.6
792.4

979.2(<1.0)
989.0(5.8)
1058.8(5.4)

(AFWHM)a = (x-x) *(Am)a + <Ab) 2

5.5

DETERMINATION OF NON-CIRCULAR CONTRIBUTIONS
The ratio A.x/A0 of the amplitudes of non-circular to circular

transitions was determined from a cascade calculation which was con
strained to reproduce the relative yields of
measured in this experiment.

z-ray transitions

The total area of each of nine X

x-

ray peaks in the Pb data and seven Z - x-ray peaks in the V data was
measured in the summed tagged spectra of the three detectors.

These

areas were then corrected for target transmission and detector relative
efficiency.

The detector relative efficiency was determined in the lab-
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oratory and the target transmission was determined separately in the
laboratory and with a Monte-Carlo program.

The product e(x) of these

two corrections was tested for consistency by comparing the yields of
kaonic x-ray transitions in the nntagged data to those of Viegand and
Godfrey.^

5.5.1

Detector Relative Efficiency
The relative efficiency re(x) was determined by comparing the

observed intensities of y rays from calibration source sets with the
known relative intensities of these lines.
1 09

Ir, and

1

The y rays from -^^Ba, *^Se,

Eu were accumulated in the laboratory for each detector

separately with the same data acquisition hardware and software used in
the x-ray experiment itself.

The area under each peak corresponding to

a y-ray line was determined by an integration of a large area subtending
the peak and subtraction of an extrapolated background determined by a
similar integration confined to the left or right of the peak.

The de

termination of area by this method was independent of such factors as
detector resolution and y-line peak shape.

This latter point was of

concern since the detector crystals exhibited modest changes in response
after the data runs from that of a pure Gaussian function.

In addition,

the data used in the determination of efficiency had extremely good S/N,
thereby keeping the background component very small.
curve was determined for each source set.

An re(x) vs energy

Curves from different source

sets were normalized by using a scale factor and holding the 356.0 keV
line of l ^ B a at a defined relative efficiency of 1*0.

A second-order

polynomial fit to ln(ra) vs energy was made to all the lines of the four
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sets and, for detector B, formed the smooth curve shown in Fig 23.

The

curves for A and C were essentially identical to that for B.

5.5.2

Target Tranamisalon
X rays from haonic and sigma hyperonic atoms emanated from

within the target plates.

The straight-line paths from these locations

to any of the detectors included a wide variation in the total quantity
of matter traversed.

Many of the x rays were either absorbed or scat

tered, depending both on the cross-sections for these processes and on
the path.

The study of target transmission ts(x) accounted for these

effects.

5.5.2.1

Laboratory Measurement
A duplicate Pb target was made available to us by the BNL

Hydrogen Target Group.

The outer cylindrical shell and all insulating

material was removed, exposing the array of Pb foils.

This array was

put on an A1 plate equivalent in thickness to the target enclosure and
together these were placed above the detector in the geometry of the ex
periment.

Hadioactive sources, used for the re(x) determination, were

sandwiched between small Pb foils of half the thickness of an array
foil, simulating x rays emanating from within a plate.

These sources

were then placed at each of 24 points on a three-dimensional lattice
within the target.

At each point, data were collected for designated

time periods according to Monte-Carlo estimates of the X” stopping dis
tribution.

(A similar set of data taken with a uniform-time distribu

tion gave similar results.)

The procedure outlined above for the rela
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tive efficiency measurements was then repeated and a similar set of data
points plotted.

A fit to these data was made with a fifth-order polyno

mial in energy and is shown along with the data points in Fig. 24.

The

prodnot function e(x) was determined directly by this method.

5.5.2.2

Monte-Carlo Method
A Monte-Carlo program was used to determine ts(x) independent

ly.

An initial assumption was made for the distribution of K” in the

target giving a distribution of Z ~ atoms formed in the target
plates.

At each atom site, x rays were "emitted" isotropically.

For

those that intercepted a detector cylinder, the quantity of material
crossed enroute was calculated.

Tables of photon absorption cross sec-
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tions'*' were then used to determine the fraction of photons that sur
vived.

The resulting ta(x) function was then multiplied by the rs(x)

function obtained as described in section 5.5.1.

The product is also

shown in Fig. 24.
Evident in the figure is a small disagreement in the results
obtained in the two methods for energies below 300 keV.
lent agreement above 300 keV.

There is excel

The discrepancy at low energies can be

attributed to the fact that at these enegeries more than half of the
x rays were absorbed and the product rs'te (= e(x)) was sensitive to the
assumptions used to determine it.

The functional distribution used in

the analysis of x-ray relative yields was the average of the two re
sults.
Wab^)

A systematic error, which consisted of the absolute value of
“

was alway s included in the analysis of yields, a

discussion of which follows.

For the W target, only the Monte-Carlo
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distribution could be generated since no duplicate W target was availa
ble for a similar laboratory test.

However, the systematic errors de

termined in the study for Pb were also applied to the V result.

5.S.2.3

Comparison of Jt~ X-ray Yields
Each of the K—Pb and K~W x-ray peaks in the summed untagged

spectra was fitted to a single Gaussian (with free FWHM) and each area
determined from the approximation
AREA = Amplitude * FWHM * 1.06.

(5.7)

Each of these areas was corrected for detector relative efficiency and
for target transmission, as discussed above, and then normalized to the
yield of the K~(9-8) transition.

Normalized relative intensities deter

mined with this method are listed in Table XV.

These data were then

compared to the results of Ref. 74 for those transitions measured in
both works.

A plot of the differences between these relative yields is

shown in Fig. 25.
ference.

The X 2

A straight line is drawn corresponding to zero dif
8.6, for 9 degrees of freedom, obtained for this

line is quite satisfactory.

Since the experiment described in Ref. 74

was designed specifically fox measuring yields, the good agreement be
tween the present results and those of Ref. 74 implies that the product
function s(x) is understood.
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TABLE XV
Relative Intensities of K-Pb and £~W Transitions

Pb

5.5.3
5.5.3.1

V

Transition
n-n'

E(keV)

Relative
Intensity

E(keV)

15-13
11-10
14-12
10-9
12-10
9-8
11-9
8-7
10-8

130.3
154.0
163.1
208.4
270.5
291.7
362.0
426.3
495.0

0.126+0.054
0.794+0.171
0.127+0.028
1.024+0.099
0.101+0.004
1.00
0.153+0.003
0.908+0.010
0.104+0.003

--125.2
-169.4
220.2
237.2
294.3
346.5
406.2

Relative
Intensity
-------

0.695+0.058
------- ■

1.034+0.112
0.094+0.008
1.00
0.173+0.008
1.020+0.040
0.132+0.006

Cascade Calculation
Measured Values
The areas of X " x-ray peaks in summed tagged histograms

were determined in the same manner as those of the K~ x-ray peaks in the
untagged data.

There were two exceptions to this procedure.

The

X - (10-9) and X - (13-ll) for both Pb and W were not resolved in
energy.

Instead, a small peak, corresponding to the 13-11 transition,

was observed on the low-energy side of a larger broadened 10-9 tran
sition.

The total area was determined for these peaks (hereafter refer

red to as (13-11)+(10-9)).

In the Pb data, this composite peak fell on

the low-energy side of the 511 keV e+e“ annihilation peak which prevent
ed finding a satisfactory region over which to fit.
method was used to determine the total area.

An integration

In V, the pair of peaks

could be fitted to two single Gaussians with freely-varying widths.

The
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second exception was the peak corresponding to the ST'Pb(12-10) tran
sition which was quite broad and very low in yield.

Fits with single

and double Gaussians of free and fixed widths were performed in order to
determine this area.

In addition, the integration method was used.

These methods resulted in a range of values for the total area in agree
ment with each other within the statistical errors.

The area determined

by the integration method was used since this method resulted in the
most conservative error.

The relative intensities for these X ~ x-

rsy transitions in Pb and W are listed in Tables XVI and XVII. respec
tively.

Also included in the Tables are the measured areas of the

peaks.

5.5.3.2

Calculated Values
A hadronic-atom cascade program originally written by Seki and

Leon was made available for our use.

The strong-interaction optical pa

rameters from Batty et al.^*’ were used as input and the initial popula
tion of angular momentum states was taken as (2,C+l)exp(a£). with a ad
justed to fit the data.*^ The yield of the (10-9)+(13-11) pair, largely
dominated by the (10-9) component, constrained the imaginary part of the
strong-interaction scattering length.

The value of the real part was

found to have little effect and was therefore left at the reported value.

The intensities of several An--2 transitions constrained the val

ues permitted for a.

The parameters a and Im a (the imaginary part of

the strong-interaction scattering length), were then varied until the
best fit was obtained for the data.

The intensities obtained in this

cascade program are also listed in Tables XVI and XVII.
tween the measured and calculated values is excellent.

Agreement be
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The ratios of the amplitudes of the non-circular and circular
components for the £ ”Pb(12-11) and £"(11-10) in both Pb and W
were determined from these best-fit parameters.

The errors on these

ratios were obtained by varying the parameter a until X * changed by 1
from its lowest value (one a error).

The ratio Ax/A0 was found to be

0.022 + 0.005 for the £ “P b (11-10) transition, 0.122 + 0.024 for the
£ ~ P b (12-11) transition, and 0.120 + 0.020 for the £ -W(ll-10)
transition.

TABLE XVI
Relative Intensities of

Transition
n-n'
15-14
14-13
13-12
12-11
15-13
11-10
14-12
13-11 + 10-9
12-10
Cascade input:

Transitions

Measured
Areas

Cascade
Calculation

Experimental
Values

1365+83
2479+106
3518+85
4401+89
410+79
4473+84
343+70
1905+138
150+77

0.83
0.91
0.96
1.00
0.084
0.97
0.078
0.59
0.048

0.82 + 0.23
0.92 + 0.17
0.95 + 0.08
1.00
0.091 + 0.018
1.01 + 0.03
0.079+ 0.017
0.58 + 0.05
0.053 + 0.034

initial-n:

25

initial-^ distribution

(2i>+ 1) exp (0.28^)

SI optical potential
scattering length
(Re a + Im a)
(0.35 + 0.30) fm
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TABLE XVII
Relative Intensities of 2" W Transitions

Transition
n-n'
14-13
13-12
12-11
11-10
14-12
13-11 + 10-9
12-10
Cascade input:

Measured
Areas

Cascade
Calculation

686+54
1126+55
1755+57
1912+59
263+47
1544+69
187+30

0.85
0.94
1.00
1.02
0.13
1.00
0.10

initial-n:

0.94
0.91
1.00
0.94
0.13
0.84
0.13

initial-^ distribution

(2J? + 1) exp (0.097^)

25

5.6

Experimental
Values
+ 0.14
± 0.14
+
+
+
±

0.07
0.02
0.07
0.02

SI optical potential
scattering length
(Re a + Im a)
(0.35 + 0.30) fm

STRONG-INTERACTION EFFECT ON THE N=10 STATE
As noted in section 3.2, the strong-interaction absorption re

duces the intensity of the X “ (10-9) transitions.

The lifetime x of

the n~10 state is equal to

v

=

1
RSI +

(5.8)
rem

where Rgj and Rgy are the disappearance rates due to strong-interaction
(SI) absorption and to electromagnetic (EM) transitions, respectively.
The ''natural" width p

of a state is then given by P 15 h/x.

From the

optical potential scattering lengths deduced in the last section we cal
culate a width of 23+7 eV for the n=10 state in Pb and 4+2 eV for the
n=10 state in V.

The values for P were determined using (Re a, Im a) of

(0.35, 0.30 fm) and the uncertainties were based on a ra n g e ^ of Im a
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from 0.19 fm to 0.43 fm, the latter determined from an upper limit of
the oasoade program used to fit the yield of the 10-9 transition with a
one a error.
The effect of such a width V

on a transition viewed by a de

tector with a Gaussian response has been studied by Wilkinson. ^ For
small T' /PWHM^llst, the effective full-width at half-maximum is given by

FWHMeff = FWHMinst + 0.532 P,

(5.9)

where the subscripts "inst” and **eff" represent the instrumental and the
effective resolutions, respectively.

This relation results in a 12 eV

and 2 eV increase respectively in the line-shape functions needed to de
scribe the (11-10) transitions in X ”Pb and £ ”W.

The 2 eV change

has a negligible effect for the W case given the uncertainty in the in
strumental resolution of the detectors. However, for Pb the effect is
one that must be taken into account.

Therefore, in the fits of the

X -F b (11-10) transition, an additional 12 eV has been added to the
FWHM figures listed in Table
tained for p(Z")

XXV.

With no such addition, the value ob

from these transitions alone changes by 0.01 (i^,

well within the statistical error.

5.7

NEW DETERMINATION OF MAGNETIC MOMENT
Three X ~ x-ray

structure splitting:
I ”W<11-10)

transitions were

analyzed for

fine-

the X~Pb(12-ll), the X~Pb(ll-10), and the

transitions.

The data set consisted of two types of

spectra: tagged, characterized by excellent x-ray peak S/N, and untag
ged, characterized by poor x-ray peak S/N but of higher total statistics
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by a factor of six.

The Pb data were separated into three groups, as

discussed, each group representing a distinct time period throughout the
data runs.

The W data were analyzed as one group.

Additionally, for

all of these groups, the data were further sorted according to detector.
This division yielded 42 individual determinations of |a (Z“ ).
The functional form used to fit the Z ~ x-ray peafcs for
fine-structure splitting was

F(x) = D{x) + B 0 + Bitx-xo) + B a(x-x0)a

where D(x) is given in Eq. (5.1).

(5.10)

The function f(x,x^) was the single

Gaussian (Eq. (5.3)) of fixed width given in Table XIV for particular
energies, detectors,

and groups of data.

The

and the quantity

(x x -X q ) were fixed for a given value of p(Z~), leaving A 0, x0, and
the

as the free parameters in a fit.

For each group of data, a se

ries of fits was made at assumed values of the anomalous magnetic moment
gj.H£ in the range -1.0 < gxH £ < +2.0, where
magneton. The step size chosen was 0.01

is the sigma
This range corresponded

to the interval -1.57 < p ( Z - ) < +0.78 (ijg with a step size of
0.0078 |ij^.

For each fit, ^ 2 was calculated and a

was generated.

vs p(Z~) map

From these maps, the values of (i(Z~) and the corre

sponding statistical errors were determined.

5.7.1

The Sian of the Magnetic Moment
A

ys M(Z”) map is shown in Fig. 26a for the tagged

£ “Pb(ll—10) data corresponding to group S2A for detector B.

The

minima correspond to the best-fit values of p(Z”) and one notes that
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the map gives both a "negative" and a "positive" result.

In Fig. 26b,

these data and the fit corresponding to the "negative" minimum of the
map are shown, along with the component transitions which make np the
peak shape.

(Similar plots are shown in Figs. 27 and 28 for fits to the

X -Pb (12-11) and Z ”W(11-10)

transitions, respectively.)

The

double-valued nature of the K a map corresponds to the "ordering" of the
components, i..e.., the "negative" minimum corresponds to the,/+§ to /,'+i
transition being lower in energy and the "positive" minimum corresponds
to the

to Jt*~£ transition being lower in energy.

Since the intensi

ty of the J!+i to *£'+1 transition is approximately 11% greater than that
of the
solved.

to

the ambiguity in sign can, in principle, be re

This resolution would be exhibited in % % maps with minima for

the "negative" solutions whose

is lower than that of the "positive"

solutions by at least 1 (one a ) .
In Fig. 26a, the "negative" solution is lower in 'X* by 0.4
compared to the "positive" solution.

Similarly, in other maps corre

sponding to fits to the rest of the data no significant difference in)(*
is observed.

To test whether the data, when considered as a whole, re

sults in a definite determination of sign, the

maps for the separate

transitions and for all of the data were added together.

The ^*'s cor

responding to the minima of these summed maps are listed in Table XVIII
for both the "negative" and "positive" solutions.

The column labled

"DOFs" indicates the number of degrees of freedom in the fits which make
up the summed map.

Clearly the "negative* and "positive" solutions for

the data are equally likely to within one c.
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TABLE XVIII
Comparison of Negative and Positive Solution Minima from Summed X 2 Maps

X * Minima
Summed Maps

DOFs

Negative Solution

Positive Solution

I “Pb(11-10)

1044

1210.767

1210.494

r "Pb(12-11)

774

776.989

777.984

rw u i-io )

288

270.450

270.826

2106

2259.523

2260.320

All Data

Results from tagged data only

The sign of p(lT") can be inferred from a comparison of the
results of the present experiment to those obtained in the two Fermilab
precession experiments (Refs. 11 and 13).

Multi-valued solutions to the

data are also present in the precession results.

In these experiments,

the magnetic moment is deduced from the angle of precession 0^ that the
polarization vector P turns in a magnetic field.

The induced ro

tation 0_ can be obtained from either a clockwise or an anti-clockwise
P
rotation of P.

If in addition the sign of the initial direction of P is

not known, four configurations of the precession process can be inferred
from the data.

Finally, the unlikely possibility of any number of 2it

rotations in addition to 0p allows for further multiple solutions.
Excluding these higher-order solutions (0p > 2ft), Deck et. al** obtain
four results of which only one is compatible with the data reported
here.

Preliminary results of a second 5T" precession experiment have
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been reported by Marriner et. al.

13

In that experiment the initial polar

ization direction P of the hyperon was deduced^8 from data obtained at
both vertical and horizontal targeting angles.

In addition, data were

taken at two different values of the magnetic field integral.

Ihese

procedures resulted in two values of 6^ from which p ( Z ” ) was de
duced.

Excluding the higher-order solutions as above, Marriner et al.*8

tested the results obtained for p(Z~) for self-consistency by assum
ing a clockwise rotation of P and an anti-clockwise rotation of P.
one solution is statistically probable ( */

= 1.07), and this solution

is compatible with the 'negative' value reported here.
lution is |i{Z-)=-0.21 |i^ with a

*/

Only

of 2.65.

Their other so

The result for the

initial polarization direction^8 can be used to eliminate two of the re
sults from Ref. 11, but not the result p(Z~)«-H).77±0.14 gjj.

The

'positive' value obtained in the experiment reported here (at the second
3 minimum) is n(Z”)=+0.32+0.035 |ijq.

These last three results are

incompatible, and together they serve mutually to exclude each other.
In the following section, we discuss only the

'negative' results ob

tained in this work.

5*7.2

The Magnitude of the Magnetic Moment
The fitting procedure outlined above was applied to the 42

data sets, resulting in an equal number of

3 maps.

The values of

p(Z~) were determined from the 'negative* minima of these maps.

One

a statistical errors were taken to be the differences between these val
ues for p(E“ ) and those corresponding to an increase in
the minima.

3 of 1 from

The results obtained for the tagged data are shown in
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Fig. 29 and the corresponding results obtained for the untagged data are
shown in Fig. 30.

Each of the points shown in these figures represents

the result obtained from data sorted according to the divisions men
tioned above.

The error bars associated with each point correspond to

one a statistical errors.

For some of the fits, only an upper limit on

the magnitude of p(Z”) could be determined because of the insensi
tivity of these fits to a separation of components less than a given
value.

These points are shown with upward-pointing arrows on the

"positive-most" error bar.

The solid line in each plot represents the

average value obtained from the data points shown in each plot.
averages are -1.111
ged data*

These

for the tagged data and -1.174 pjj for the untag-

The dashed lines represent statistical errors of +0.031 p^

and +0.027 p^ respectively for the two averages.
Ve next examine the data for consistency with respect to such
factors as detector, transition, and, in particular, tagged vs. untagged
mode.

A comparison of the results derived from data divided in this

manner is shown in Table XIX.

The combined results were obtained by av

eraging the results from the fits.

The statistical consistency of the

results within a set was evaluated by computing the values of

for

the members of a set with respect to the average result from all of the
data.

This was done

for the

four sets

labeled: TAGGED/DETECTOR,

TAGGED/TRANSITION, UNTAGGED/DETECTOR, and UNTAGGED/TRANSITION.
values are also given in Table XIX.

The **//

This comparison shows excellent

consistency in all cases except for the UNTAGGED/IRANSITION case in
which a 'K*A/ of 13.1 is obtained.

The largest contribution to this poor

7.*/^ is due to the value for p(2T~) obtained from the P b (12-11) tran
sition.

The results from the untagged Z~Pb(11-10) and
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Z “W(11-10) transitions agree very well with those from the tagged
data.

TABLE XIX
Comparison of Results for Consistency

CATEGORY

TAGGED (pN )

UNTAGGED (gN )

DETECTOR:

A
B
C
Ka/v» for this set:*

-1.146+0.050
-1.126+0.049
-1.034+0.059
1.04

-1.169+0.045
-1.157+0.046
-1.201+0.053
0.21

TRANSITION:

-1.085+0.037
-1.154+0.074
-1.196+0.089
0.87

-1.080+0.035
-1.394+0.051
-1.116+0.089
13.1

Z"Pb (11-10)
X"Pb(12-11)
Z"W (11-10)
for this set:

£
%*// were calculated for three points of a set with respect to
average of set (-1.111 for TAGGED, -1.174 for UNTAGGED)

It is important to investigate whether the rather large value
obtained for p(Z~)

from the untagged Z ”Pb (12-11) transition

could be statistically probable.

To answer this, the results of the two

previous exotic-atom determinations***'*® of p( Z ”) are useful.

In

both of those experiments, data were collected in a mode similar to that
of collecting untagged data in the present work, although the S/N of xray peaks was somewhat poorer in the earlier experiments.

The determi

nation of |i(Z“) by Dugan et. al*® was based entirely on the
J “p b (12-11) transition.

The measurement by Roberts et al*^ was

based primarily on this transition.

Table XX includes the values of

p(Z~) obtained in analyses of fine—structure splittings in untagged
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i.~Pb(12-ll) x-ray peaks.

For the present data, these results are

given separately by detector.
Refs.

These five results (including two from

16 and 18), which give an average value of |i(X~)

of

-1.39+0.05 |i^, are in excellent agreement with each other but are incom
patible with any of the other determinations of |i(2T*), reported ei
ther here or in Refs. 11 and 13.
The difference in the results obtained for n(I“ ) from the
tagged and untagged X~Pb(12-11) transitions cannot be attributed to
conditions under which the data were either collected or analyzed since
these were the same in both cases.

The playback of the data tapes was

identical for tagged (pared down) and untagged data.

Also, the result

for the untagged S~~Pb(ll-10) transition is in excellent agreement
with its tagged counterpart, thereby reducing the possibility of a pe
culiar analysis-related error.

Simple fits of the X~Pb(12-11) peaks

to single Gaussians of adjustable widths yielded the following conclu
sions.

As expected from the larger value obtained for the magnetic mo

ment from the untagged data, the width in the fits was 90+30 eV greater
for the untagged Z""Pb(12-ll) peak compared to the tagged.

The

Gaussian centroid of the untagged peak differed from that of the tagged
peak by -17+12.6 eV.

Finally, the peak-area ratio of untagged to tagged

was 6.8 for the X*”Pb( 12-11) peaks and 5.4 for the 5T"Fb(ll-10)
peaks.

These facts hint at the possibility of one (or more) contaminant

lines lying beneath the peak in the untagged 5”—Pb(12-ll) data, al
though a larger centroid shift would have constituted a more definitive
conclusion.

This inconsistency will be discussed further in Chapter VI.
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TABLE XX
Comparison of p(Z') Measurements Based on the Untagged X _P b (12-11)
Transition

Ref.

16

-1.48 + 0.37

18

-i.4 o

This Expt.

Average

5.8

p(Z~) (Nuclear Magnetons)

-1.383 ± 0.079
-1.324 + 0.096
-1.453 + 0.092

(Det A)
(Det B)
(Det C)

-1.39 ± 0.05

DETERMINATION OP SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
The determination of

from the fine structure of x-

ray transitions requires knowledge of parameters used to speeify the
line-shape of the detectors, of the relative composition of doublet com
ponents. and possibly of the width induced by the strong interaction.
The sensitivity of p(Z~) to the uncertainties in the values of these
parameters constitutes the systematic error.

We discuss next tests of

the method employed to extract the splitting of fine-structure compo
nents from a single broadened peak and also establish systematic errors
on the determination of
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5.8.1

Teats of the pitting Taahnltma

5.8*1.1

Computer Simulations
A data simulation routine was used to generate ''doublets" on

"backgrounds" in which one varied the assumed splitting of the doublet*
total number of counts in the doublet, S/N, FWHM of the components, and
the ratio A 1/A0 . Random Gaussian statistics were applied to the compos
ite curves so formed, and these simulations were then fitted with the
same routines used in the actual analysis of the data.

Many cases stud

ied over a wide range in the values of input parameters indicated that
the input splitting was recovered from the fitting routines within the
statistical errors.

For the same total area within a doublet, the pre

cision obtained in determining the splitting of the components was de
pendent on the values of the other input parameters.

For example, doub

lets formed from Gaussian components of large FWHM were fitted with less
precision

than

corresponding

doublets

formed

with

small

FWHM.

Similarly, doublets with large splittings could be fitted with higher
precision than those with small splittings.

The simulations indicated

that the ability to extract a definite value for
only if the actual value of
0.5 pjj.

p d f ”) could be made

p ( Z - ) was greater in magnitude than

This limitation includes even the lowest theoretical pre

diction^® for

p(Z ~).

In addition, it forecasts difficulties for any

future attempt to measure

p ( ” ) by the exotic-atom method.

Simulations were also used to test the sensitivity to the sign
of

p ( Z ” ) . In these cases, S/N, total number of counts in the doub

let, and the FWHM were determined from the actual data and were used as
fixed inputs.

Only the splitting of the doublet components was varied.
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For splittings corresponding to a magnetic moment less in magnitude than
about 1.2 pN , the sensitivity to the sign of p(£”) disappears.

5.8.1.2

Laboratory Simulations
The fitting technique was also tested with actual data col

lected vith the same spectroscopy system that was used in the x—ray ex
periment.

In these tests, the doublet was formed from individual y-ray

lines separated in energy by an amount similar to that of the components
within a Z ~ x-ray peak (see Table III).

Spectra®® of radioactive

2®3jjgt 75ge# an(j 3.82jfl were collected separately using one of the detec
tors.

The 279.197(1) keV line from 288Hg, the 264.651(8) keV and

279.528(8) keV lines from 75Se, and the 264.075 keV line from 182Ta were
then each fitted to single Gaussian functions to establish the FWHM and
amplitude of each peak.

A "background" spectrum was collected using

Compton-scattered events from the high-energy y-ray lines in ®^Co.

xhe

203flg spectrum and the 7®Se spectrum were then summed with the back
ground spectrum to form a doublet at approximately 279 keV with compo
nents separated in energy by 331 eV.

A second such doublet was formed

from the spectra of 7^ge and 182Ta. together with background and result
ed in a doublet peak at approximately 264 keV separated in energy by 576
eV.

Each of the composite peaks was then subjected to the fitting pro

cedure outlined above, and in each case the separation of the peaks was
correctly determined to within the statistical errors.
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5*8,2

Sensitivity of Magnetic Moment to Input Parameters
The sensitivity of the result for (i(Z~) to the values of

the input parameters of the fits was tested separately for each of the
three relevant transitions.

In all cases, these determinations were

made hy fitting the data at the extremes of the one a uncertainties of
the input parameters themselves.
of the
errors.

For example, the FWHM at the energies

x-ray peaks are listed in Table XIV with their associated
For each transition, a representative set of data was fitted

with the FWHM + the largest error on the FWHM at that transition.
Similarly, this procedure was used with the ratios A x/A0 given in sec
tion 5.5.3.2.

The sensitivity of

ji(

for each transition was also tested.

X ” ) to the region of fit used

Only for the X"*Pb(12-ll) tran

sition was it difficult to find a satisfactory region in which no sta
tistically significant change in p ( X “) occurred.
sition,

therefore,

the largest change in |i(Z~)

For this tran
encountered by

fitting over a wide range of regions was included.
The uncertainty in the value of n(X” ) due to the width in
duced by the strong interaction has been described in section 5.6.
The results of these studies are listed in Table XXI by tran
sition and by parameter.

In each case, the relevant error associated

with a parameter (if available) is given.

The method by which the un

certainty in a parameter was included in the determination of the net
effect on a given transition is listed next.

"Quad/Fit" indicates that

the uncertainty was folded into the results of each of the fits which
determines the uncertainty of |i(£~) extracted from that transition.
‘'Direct" indicates a linear addition of the uncertainty to the net re
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suit.

The final column contains the magnitude and sign of the uncer

tainties in nuclear magnetons.

The sign (when indicated) is with re

spect to the sign of the individual parameters.

The sum of these ef

fects is taken as the systematic error to he used for the relevant tran
sition.

TABLE XXI
Systematic Errors by Transition

Transition

Parameter

This Item

Method Added

Error

Pb(11-10)

FWHM
Ai/A,,
SI width

±6 eV
+0.005
±7 eV

Quad/Fit
Direct
Direct

+ 0.002
+ 0.002

Pb(12-11)

W(11-10)

FWHM
Ai/Ao
Fit Region

FWHM

Ai/Ao
SI width

+10 eV
+0.024

±6 eV
+ 0.020
+2 eV

SUM

+0.003
0.007

SUM

+0.003
+0.016
0.003
0.022

Quad/Fit
Direct
Quad/Fit

+0.001
+0.010

Quad/Fit
Direct
Direct
SUM

+0.004
0.015

Chapter VI
CONCLUSIONS

The magnetic moment of the X “* hyperon has been deduced
from measurements of the fine structure of several transitions in
Z~Pb and 2T*W atoms.

In the tagged data sets, X “ x-ray peaks

were the most prominent peaks- in the spectra.
for these peaks is about 3:1.

The signal-to-noise ratio

In the untagged data sets, these same

peaks exhibited substantially poorer S/N but higher overall yield.
comparison of the results obtained for

A

according to tagged and

untagged data shoved a clear inconsistency for one of the transitions in
the untagged mode, namely the X “P b (12-11) transition.

The result

obtained for |t(Z~) from analysis of this transition alone vas more
than five cr from the average of the results for the tagged data.

In

previous exotic-atom determinations***'*® of (i(X_), this same tran
sition, in an untagged mode, yielded essentially the same result.

The

possibility that an unknown background contaminant may lie under this
peak, a danger inherent in data of poor S/N, should be considered.

The

effect of such a contaminant could be to broaden the Z~ x-ray peak
and thus yield a consistently large, but incorrect, result for the mag
nitude of n(X“ ).

The values determined for p(IT") from the un

tagged X ~ P b (11-10) and the £""W(11-10) transitions do not indi
cate such problems.

However, the most reliable determination of

- 84 -
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(i(£~) can be made only from the data of the highest overall quality.
The values obtained from the tagged data, shown in Fig. 31 by transition
and by detector, form a consistent statistical set of results (X* equal
to 10.3 for 8 degrees of freedom).

Therefore, in the present work, we

consider only the tagged data for the final result.

The magnetic moment

of the ST™ hyperon obtained from tagged transitions in Pb and W tar
gets is

p(l“)

=

-1.111 + 0.031 + 0.011 pN

where the first error is statistical and the second represents the sys
tematic error, based on the weighted average of the summed systematics
listed in Table XXI.
This result compares favorably in precision with the recent
results from experiments in which a precession technique was used.

Deck

et a l ^ obtained (i(5T~) = -0.89+0.14 Hjj and Marriner et, a l ^ obtained
H(X“) = -1.18+0.03

in their preliminary analysis.

Although the

final results of this latter measurement could be significantly differ
ent, the preliminary weighted average of the three is computed to be

P(I7)

= -1.15 + 0.02 Jljq.

The results from the two precession experiments tentatively disagree by
two a.

The result reported here lies in between.

The completed analy

sis of the data from the seoond precession experiment is of considerable
interest.

6.1

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
The accuracy of predictions for baryon magnetic moments from

the models disoussed in Chapter II is expected to be no better than 10%.
Isgnr and K a r l ^ point out that nonstatio effects can affect the AQH re
sults to about this level.
guities

associated

with

Theberge and Thomas^ discuss similar ambi
bag-model

calculations.

For

example,

center-of-mass corrections, configuration mixing, and sea quark effects
could contribute to this level.

They conclude that discrepancies of

about 0.1 itjj between their own results and experiment could arise from
such higher-order effects.

Vith this in mind, we examine this new ex

perimental result with respect to the example calculations described in
Chapter II.
The sum-rule test of spin independence^ leads to the pre
diction of |i(X~)=-0.86 (ijq which is in poor agreement with |i(£~)
= -1.111+0.042 pjj, the result of this experiment.

However, in Ref. 79,

the authors argue that the relation given in Eq. (2.14.c) contains a
pionic correction of about 0.34 fijj.

If the authors are correct, the

usefulness of such sum rules is lessened.
In his analysis, Lipkin^ suggests that nonstrange-quark mo
ments are enhanced in nucleons compared to strange baryons.
plies that the relation |i(X~) magnitude than that derived with the AQH.

This im

should have a much smaller
Based on parameters used to

predict the other octet magnetic moments, Lipkin calculates |i(£~) to
be equal to -0.81 (i^.

In the little bag model, Brown, Rho, and Vento^®

develop a mechanism which effectively quenches the nonstrange quarkmoment contributions in strange baryons.

They note that pionic correc

tions affect the nucleon and the strange-bacyon magnetic moments differ
ently.

As in the Lipkin analysis, the predicted value for |i(Z~) is

quite small, namely n(£- ) < 0.64 pjj in magnitude.

The recent addi

tional inclusion of kaon cloud contributions by Gonzalez, Vento, and
Rho®® does not significantly change the predictions.

The value

n(5_”)=-1.111+0.042 pjj obtained in this experiment is in sharp con
trast to the results of both models which advocate a mechanism for en
hanced nonstrange-quark moment contributions in the nuoleons and a less
ening of the nonstrange-quark contributions to the magnetic moments of
the strange baryons.
In the CBM formalism, Theberge and Thomas^ obtain
ji{Z“)=-1.08 jijy.

Their more recent w o r k ^ includes results from cal

culations over a wide range in the input bag radius R.

From R-0.7 fra to

about R=1.2 fm the predictions for (i(£~) are fairly constant and in
agreement with the experimental result given here.
Finally, we note that although the AQM does not reproduce the
results for the entire spectrum of baryon magnetic moments, the pre
diction of p(Z~)=-1.05 pN is in agreement with the results document
ed in this report.
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